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CFAST is a zone model capable of predicting the environment in a multi-compartment structure subjected to a

fire. This guide provides a detailed description of the pre- and post-processing routines used by the model, the

data input requirements, and the output produced by version 1.6 of the model.

Key words: compartment fires; room fires; fire growth; mathematical models; numerical models; smoke; toxicity

1. INTRODUCTION

Considerable research has been done regarding the spread of fire and smoke from a

compartment of fire origin to connected compartments. The work is motivated by a need to

understand and predict the environmental conditions which occur as a fire develops and spreads.

Much of the attention has focused on the development of numerical models which are able to

make a reasonably accurate assessment of the environment resulting from a specified fire.

CFAST [1]* is such a model. This reference guide covers the use of the computer programs

which comprise CFAST.

CFAST is a model which is intended to predict fire growth and smoke transport in multi-

compartment structures. This model is the result of a merger of ideas that came out of the

FAST [1,2] and CCFM.VENTS [3] development projects. The implementation consists of a

set of programs to describe the structure to be modeled, run the model and produce usable output.

This guide provides detailed instructions for operating each of these programs and a description of

the data input file requirements. A companion technical reference guide [4] and several

additional papers [5,6,7, 8] provide details of the physical basis of zone models, the

development of the predictive equations, the limitations of the current implementation of the

model, and the level of agreement with experimental measurements.

1 Numbers in brackets refer to literature references listed in section 8 at the end of this report.
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Functionality within CFAST is provided by the following programs:

CEdit

CFAST
CPlot

Report

ReportG

interactive input

the model itself

interactive output to display data produced by the model

produce time history (ASCII) output text

animation of graphics description(s)

CFAST and most of the associated routines work on a wide variety of hardware, from

supercomputers through microcomputers. CEdit is specific to MS DOS^ based microcomputers,

although it does generate an ASCII data file which can be used with CFAST on other computers.

There are also several utility routines discussed later.

The order for the remaining sections of this guide represents a typical progression in

using the CFAST model. These sections should be reviewed sequentially by those unfamiliar

with CFAST and its associated routines. The presentation for each section assumes the use of MS
DOS microcomputers. Alternate command lines are detailed in Appendix B. Section 2 details the

contents of the diskettes distributed with CFAST 1.6 and the installation instructions for the

software. Section 3 covers the interactive input editor, CEdit, which can be used to specify the

physical phenomena and structural geometry of a fire scenario. Section 4 describes the operation

of the CFAST model and provides some sample output. Section 5 demonstrates the use of output

from the model in generating a variety of graphical presentations within CPlot. Section 7

discusses a variety of utility routines available in CFAST including Report and ReportG.

Throughout the remaining sections of this guide an example data input file, "PRM.DAT",
is referenced. Each line of this file details some aspect of the fire scenario by specifying one of a

limited number of recognized phrases or key words at the beginning of each line. A complete

listing of this file can be found in Appendix A. This example file is not intended to illustrate all

available CFAST input key words. Additional examples can be found in the appendix with

"PRM.DAT" as well as in the Fire Hazard Assessment Methodology [9]. Additional data files

are also supplied with the model as a means of testing the various components. A complete list of

key words available in CFAST is provided in Section 6 for those who prefer to edit the input file

using an ASCII text editor.

2
Tlie use of company names or trade names within this report is made only for the purpose of identifying those computer

hardware or software products with which the compatibility of the programs of CFAST has been tested. Such use does not

constitute any endorsement of those products by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.

2
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2. DISTRIBUTION AND INSTALLATION

2.1 New in CFAST 1.6

• New horizontal flow (doors) and vertical flow (ceilings) algorithms

• New conduction and radiation algorithms

• Ceiling jet algorithm

• Multiple fire objects

• Generates better solutions since the pressure equations are more accurately calculated

• CFAST input files allow up to 15 compartments, 18 ducts, and 5 fans

• Press the < fS > function key within the CFAST model to show the current time and

time step. Press escape to stop the model.

• Faster calculations. By way of comparison, the actual clock time required to get to the

first second of simulation time and a subsequent simulation time of 12(X) seconds with one

of our test cases is:

CFAST
Version

After 1

Second

Simulation

At 1200

Seconds

Simulation

Elapsed

Time

1.4 0.4 s 127.7 s «127 s

1.5 12.2 s 41.6 s = 29 s

1.6 1.9 s 21.5 s = 20 s

3
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2.2 Hardware Requirements

• A 386 or higher PC with at least 2.5 megabytes of free extended memory, or a Unix

platform. CFAST does not run on 8086 microcomputers.

• A graphics display included on the list of supported displays in Appendix E

NOTE: CFAST on a PC looks first for expanded memory, then XMS memory, then unmapped

EMS memory. It utilizes the first type that is available and cannot mix types. Thus, if there is

expanded memory available, but not enough, the error message "insufficient memory to load EXP
file" is displayed. The intention is to reduce memory requirements in later versions.

2.3 Contents of the Distribution Disks

CFAST routines:

File Name Function

CEdit The data editor. Use CEdit when creating or modifying the ASCII input

file. Previous versions of CFAST provided the <f4> function to run the

model within CEdit. This functionality is no longer supported.

CFAST This is the model.

CPlot Produce plots, lists, etc.

Report The report generator (reproduce original listings).

ReportG A routine to replay the graphics output as though the CFAST model were

being run without actually running the model. Functions like a VCR.

CFSet Modify the configuration file HVl.CF.

Listclr Show the colors that will be used by the main model.

List_tpp List the thermophysical database.

List_obj List the data in the multiple objects database.

Obj2df Converts OBJECTS.ORG to OBJECTS.DF. Allows the user to edit

OBJECTS.ORG and then generate an OBJECTS.DF file in the proper

format.

4
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ASCII data files required by CFAST:

File Name Function

HVl.CF User-specific configuration information such as the path to search for data

input files, color settings within CEdit, and the default units.

CPLOT.CF Configuration file for CPlot.

HLPTXT.CVl Required to provide context-sensitive help information within CEdit.

THERMAL.DF Details the thermophysical properties for several preselected materials. This

database file is discussed in detail in Appendix C for users who need to

modify the current contents.

OBJECTS.DF Contains the burning characteristics and geometric details of a limited

number of common objects such as a table or chair. This database file is

discussed in detail in Appendix D for users who need to modify the current

contents. This file should never be edited by the user.

OBJECTS.ORG Contains the same details as OBJECTS.DF. This file can be modified by

the user. Once modifications are completed, 0BJ2DF.EXE can be used to

generate the proper OBJECTS.DF file. See Appendix D for details.

Data input files to be used in testing for proper installation of the software:

File Name Function Tested

TEST01.DAT Initialization

TEST02.DAT Multiple compartments

TEST03.DAT Multiple compartments

TEST04.DAT History File

TESTG1.DAT Basic Graphics

TESTG2.DAT More Basic Graphics

TESTG3.DAT 3D Views

TEST0BJ1.DAT Multiple Fires

5
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Building descriptor files required to produce CFAST graphics for the TESTG3.DAT data file:

File Name Description

TESTG3T.PIC Cross-sectional view

TESTG3B.PIC Plan view

Graphics files required by the kernel. One file for each extension is needed:

File Name Function

*.DSP Device dependent graphics instructions.

*.FNT Fonts.

DEVFONT.* Fonts.

*.KRN Graphics kernel.

*.LOC Device locator interface to kernel.

2.4 Installation

An automatic installation program which prompts you for the necessary information and

copies the CFAST files onto your hard disk is included on the distribution disl« for CFAST.
Since the CFAST programs are provided on the diskettes in compressed form (to save disk

space), you must use the automatic installation program to copy CFAST to your hard disk. For

those in need of specific custom installations for unique hardware, several utility programs are

provided to customize CFAST for your system.

To install CFAST on your PC computer system, place the diskette labeled "CFAST Disk
#1" into diskette drive A: and enter the following DOS commands:

A:

INSTALL

Several questions are asked about the computer system and how and where to install the

modules. You may answer none, some, or all of the questions as appropriate for your specific

needs. Follow the directions on the screen closely and provide answers to questions as desired.

Usually, the defaults provided by the installation program are sufficient. On several of the

screens, you are asked to fill in information or change the defaults suggested by the installation

module if desired. These screens are described in more detail below.

6
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On which disk drive do you wish to install CFAST?

Drive B:

Drive C:

Drive 0:

Drive E;

CFAST is installed in a single subdirectory on a hard disk. The first two screens prompt

for the drive letter of the hard disk (usually C:), and the name of the target directory. For most

installations, the defaults are sufficient provided the drive selected contains at least four megabytes

of free space. For custom installations, any drive containing at least four megabytes of free space

may be selected. Any valid nonexistent directory may be used for the program directory. Once

installed, additional directories can be set up for datafiles, databases and so on.

As the files are copied from the installation diskettes to the hard disk, the installation

program shows the progress on the screen. Prompts are displayed at the appropriate times prior

to inserting each of the distribution disks.

Writing; C:\CFAST16\CF_^.EXE
Reading: Library File ~-> LIST CLR.EXE

Verifying: LIST CLR.BC
Decaipressing: C:\CFAST16\CF_SET.EXE

Writing; C;\CFAST16\LIST_CLR.EXE
Reading: Lilsrary File --> CPL0T.EXE

Verifyir^: CPL0T.EXE
Deconpressing: C:\CFAST16\LIST_CLR.EXE

Writir®; C:\CFAST16\CPLOT.EXE
Reading: Library File --> REPORT.EXE

Verifying: REPORT.EXE
Deconpressing: C:\CFAST16\CPL0T.EXE

W| PRESS ANY KEY
R

Ver
Deconpr

Please place the Master Distribution Disk labeled
•Disk i&" version; 1.6 Beta Test in drive A:

Press the [EscJ key to abort, any other key to continue.

Reading: Library File --> CFAST.EXE
Verifying: CFAST.EXE

Deconpressing: C:\CFAST16\CEDIT.E)C
Writing: C:\CFAST16\CFAST.EXE

Deconpressing: C:\CFAST16\CFAST.EXE

In order to operate correctly, the installation module may need to create or modify the

FILES = statement in the DOS startup file CONFIG.SYS. If you wish to modify the file

7
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yourself, you may skip this step. The FILES = statement must specify a minimum of 20 files for

the software to operate correctly.

2.5 Test Cases

Eight data input files are provided as test cases. They are intended only to test various

capabilities of the computer and ascertain whether the model is working. The following table lists

the files along with the purpose of each and sample execution times obtained using a 486 PC.

File Name Simulation

Time (s)

No.

Rooms

Execution time (s) on a

486/25 (s)

Function Tested

TEST01.DAT 10 1 2 Initialization

TEST02.DAT 10 6 54 Multiple compartments

TEST03.DAT 10 6 23
.

TEST04.DAT 300 6 360 History File

TESTG1.DAT 35 1 23 Basic Graphics

TESTG2.DAT 35 1 15 More Basic Graphics

TESTG3.DAT 300 6 294 3D Views

TESTOBJl.DAT 300 2 17 Multiple Fires

To test the installation and computer performance, run each of the test cases in turn. The

command for TEST01.DAT is;

CFAST TEST01.DAT

8
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3. CEdit

CEdit is an interactive, user-friendly program used to generate most data files for input to

the CFAST model. As such, it is difficult to describe all the ftinctions of the program in a

reference guide. Rather, it is best learned through use. This section will describe the types of

information entered on each of the screens of CEdit and relate those to the specific sections of

Section 6 which describe the corresponding CFAST input file key words.

3.1 Using CEdit

The user interface is organized into a series of screens, each of which addresses a general

area of the process of modeling a fire. General and key word help is always available except

within the key word help section itself. The top of the screen shows which section is active.

These names are shown below and are roughly descriptive of the area which is covered. The

bottom of each screen shows which special keys are active, or indicates what action is expected.

If data can be entered, then the range and units are shown if appropriate. For example,

compartment width is in units of length, whereas a title has no dimensions.

0 Initialization

1 Overview

2 Ambient Conditions

3 Geometry

4 Vents (doors,...)

5 Vents (ceiling,...)

6 Fans, Ducts,...

7 Thermal Properties

8 Fire Specification

9 Objects

10 Files,...

11 Version and Settings

only at the beginning

• primary sections

show the current CFAST version number and

make permanent changes in the colors and units

Note that the Initialization screen (screen 0) and the Version and Settings screen (screen

1 1) do not correspond to sections of the data file. Rather, they are used to retrieve a CEdit data

file and to customize the CEdit display environment, respectively.

9
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Overview
Title from section 6.2.1

Time specifications from section 6.2.1

Ambient Conditions Ambient conditions from section 6.2.2

Geometry Floor plan data from section 6.2.3

Vents(doors,...) Horizontal flow connections from section 6.2.4

Vents(ceiling,...) Vertical flow connections from section 6.2.5

Fans, Ducts,... Mechanical ventilation from section 6.2.6

Thermal Properties
Thermophysical properties of enclosing surfaces from

section 6.2.7

Fire Specification
Description of fire sources from section 6.2.8

Species production from section 6.2.8

Objects Object specifications from section 6.2.9

Files,... File specifications from section 6.2.10

In general, CEdit requests either data from the keyboard, or selection information from

the function keys (or mouse if present). Any active function keys are shown at the bottom of the

screen. If the meaning is not clear, the show keys function key, f9, will give further explanation.

Otherwise, there are directions as to what further actions are possible. Select an entry to be

changed by moving the highlight bar using the arrow keys (<- t i ^). If alphanumeric input

(data) is being requested, the entry must always be completed by pressing the Enter key. For

function keys, only a single keystroke is required. Some of the function keys are active

throughout CEdit; others are specific to certain screens. Those specific to individual screens are

described in more detail on the following pages. Those active throughout the program are

discussed below.

key key label function

fl help You may press the HELP key, fl, at any time to receive context

sensitive help describing the current screen or current quantity

being entered. Pressing fl a second time brings up a list of key

words for which more detailed help is available.

f2 go to screen Allows you to move directly from one screen to another within

CEdit. From any screen, pressing f2 brings up a menu listing

all the screens in CEdit. Using the mouse or the arrow keys,

select the screen of interest and press enter or the left mouse

button.

10
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f8 change units You may temporarily change the working engineering units

displayed by CEdit and used for data entry at any time by

pressing f8 and selecting the quantity to be changed with the up

and down arrow keys. Pressing the right or left arrow keys

changes the working units of the currently selected quantity. To

change the units permanently, you must modify the installation

parameters.

f9 show keys Provides a brief description of the function keys currently active

and can be used to provide a quick reference of the current

function of each of the keys.

flO quit Used to end CEdit.

Four additional keys have special meaning in CEdit when pressed on any of the main

screens (screens 1-11 above).

key key label function

Home first screen Move immediately to the Overview screen from any CEdit main

screen.

End last screen Move directly to the Files screen from any CEdit main screen

and save the current changes.

PgDn Page Down Move one screen forward. Forward direction is determined by

the order of the screens on the go to screen (f2) menu.

PgUp Page Up Move one screen backward. Backward direction is determined

by the order of the screen on the go to screen (f2) menu.

Again, these special keys must be used from one of the main screens to retain their

functionality. Alternate meanings exist within many of the subpages or windows displayed by

each screen. When an alternate meaning does apply, this is indicated in the sections below.

There are several ways to start CEdit. The simplest is to enter the command:

cedit

Refer to Appendix B for alternative CEdit command lines.

11
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3.2 Initialization Screen

On the Initialization screen, the CFAST input file to be edited with CEdit is selected in

one of three ways.

CTAST V 1.6 Initialization 09/30/92

FILE: PfM.DAT

|help}FIlE{
} {

1R
{
3R

} {
;keys!(fjit; irfiit=>

If the file desired was the last file used by CEdit or the file name was entered on the

command line, press Enter to select that file automatically. Alternatively, the name of any

existing DOS file may be selected directly by typing in the name of the file. To use the existing

example file, type PRM.DAT, and press Enter.

CFAST V 1.6 Initializaticn 09/30/92

FILE: PfM.IMT

There are 2B files in this directory

1RTEST.0AT
2STTKY.QAT
3RCaai.DAT
3RTESTJ)AT
BURN.DAT
CUSERM.DAT
OJQSEIOCJMT
D1A.DAT
D1C.DAT
D2.DAT
D3.DAT
DBOF1.DAT
DOORJET .DAT
nei.DAT
HLJLVIJL3.DAT

MULTI .DAT
NaoaNECT.DAT
NOFIRE.DAT
CBJT1.DAT
GBJT2JMT

Using the data path \CFAST1P5\BIII\DATS

<eso to exit, <enter> to select a file

12
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An alternative to entering the file name is to press the select file key, f2, to see a list of

files in the current working directory. By default, all files with an extension of .DAT are

included in the list. If desired, one may type a file matching pattern (such as to see all files

in the subdirectory) before pressing f2. The same rules for wildcards apply here as they do to all

DOS file commands.

In addition to showing the name of the current screen, "Initialization" in this case, the

name of the module, the version number and the current date are shown. The latter two can

change, as CEdit is enhanced, and when run on dates different than shown in the figure.

If a completely new data file is to be created, one of two generic data sets built into CEdit

may be selected. Key f5 may be pressed to use a single compartment case and key f6 may be

pressed to use a three compartment case.

3.3 Overview Screen

CFAST V 1.6 (Vervieu 09/30/92

File: PIM.DAT Title: Exaaple Case for CFAST 1.6 User's Guide

GeoKtry Tiae Aid>ient Conditions (external)

CcupartMEfTts 2 Siulation 200 Teaperatire 300.00 300.00
Doors,... 2 Print 10 Pressure 1.0E+{6 I.OEtOS

Ceiling vents 1 History 10 Station elv. 0.0 0.0
MV corrects 2 Display 0 Wind speed 0.0

Restart 0 Ref. height 10.00
Power law 0.1600

Fire Specification

Type Specified firelconstrained)
Species tracked 02 CCe 00 HCN Ha TUHC Hao OD

Ceiling jet CEILING

Range: Alpharaaeric < 50) Uhits : Naae or Title
•help* go

; 1

1 1 1

1 1 1
jmitjkeysjqijitl irput=>ST 1.6 User's Guide

The Overview screen presents a summary of the CFAST data file. The title, simulation

time, print interval, history interval, display interval, and restart time may be changed on the

screen. All other information displayed is changed on other screens in CEdit and is included here

(in the "protected text" color) to provide a summary of the data set. Key words in the data file

effected by these changes include VERSN, TIMES, and RESTR.

13
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3.4 Ambient Conditions Screen

CFAST V 1.6 Antjient conditions 09/30/92

(internal) (external)

Tenperature 300.00 300.00
Pressure 1.0E+05 1.0E+05

Station elv. 0.0 0.0

Wind speed 0.0
Ref. height 10.00

Power law 0.1600

Corpartments 2 Maxinun pressure differential 26.53

DoorSj . .

.

2 Maxinun elevation change 4.60
Ceiling vents 1 Total internal volune 73.60
MV connects 2

Range: 200.00 to 350.00 Units: Teirperature in KELVIN
|help! go

1 1

1

1 j 1
}tnu|keys|e|uit| input=>

On the Ambient Conditions screen, the internal and external ambient temperature,

pressure, and station elevation along with information on external wind may be changed. The

wind speed, scale height, and power law are used to calculate the wind coefficient for each vent

connected to the outside. The wind velocity is specified at some reference height. The power

law then provides a lapse rate for the wind speed. An assumption is that the wind speed is zero

at the surface. The formula used to calculate the wind speed at the height of any vent is (wind

speed) • ((vent height)/(scale height))^®'^®'^ The wind is applied to each external opening as a

change in pressure outside of the vent. It is further modified by the wind coefficient used for the

openings. The vent connections, entered on the two vent screens, are summarized here along

with the geometry of the structure and the mechanical ventilation connections. This summary

information together with additional information concerning pressure, elevation and volume is

displayed as an aid to data entry. Changes on this screen effect the TAMB, EAMB, and WIND
key words when the data file is saved.

14
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3.5 Geometry Screen

CFAST V 1.6 Geoaetry CR/lSOm

Diaensions

Capartaent Naher: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00
Depth: 4.00 4.00
Hei^: 2.30 2.30

Floor elevation: 0.0 2J0

Range: 0.0 to 150.00 units: Distance in NETBl

Jhelpl go
{

|ADO |Da
1 j

{unit|keys|4iit| inputs

On the Geometry screen, information on the sizes of all of the compartments is entered.

The key words associated with this screen are WIDTH, DEPTH, HEIGH, and HI/F. The

DELETE key (fS) may be used to delete a compartment.

CFAST V 1.6

Diaensions

Ccapartamt Niaijer:

Width:
1

4.00

Geoaetry

2
4.00

09/30/92

Floor Copartmt f

Width

Depth (breadth)

Interior hei^t

Height of floor afaoMe reference IcMel

(reference is specified in Miient")

Range: 0.0 to 150.00 units: Distance in ICTBt
<eso to exit, <f^ accept data iiiput=>

Compartments may be added to the simulation with the ADD key (f4) on the Geometry

screen. Dimensions of the compartment, along with the height of the compartment floor above

the reference height (specified on the Ambient Screen) are entered in the overlaid window.

15
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3.6 Vents(doors,...) Screen

CFAST V 1.6 Vents(cloors,...) 09/30/9Z

Diaensions

Ccapanaent Niatier: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00
Depth: 4.00 4.00
Hei^: 2.30 2.30

Floor elevation: 0.0 2.30

Vents(doors,...)

with resp^ to first roca
# width sill soffit wind
1 1.07 0.0 2.0 0.0
2 1.07 1.0 2.0 0.0

wrt second rota
# sill soffit
3 0.0 2.0
3 3.3 A3

- ofasolute ~

a si I a sof VM(1->4)
6.0 2.0 1

3.3 A3 1

0.0 to 4.00 Uhits: Distance in ICTBl

On the Vents(doors,...) screen, all horizontal flow connections between compartments and

openings to the outside are specified. A vent may be added using the ADD key (f4) or deleted

using the DELETE key (f5). The OPEN/CLOSE key (f6) allows specification of the vent

position over the course of the fire for the currently selected vent.

CFAST V 1.6 V6nts(doors,...) 09/30/92

Diaensions

Coaparfent NiMier: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00

Floor First Ccaparfent

Seccrd Co^artMEnt

with Vent ruter solute -

# widt 1 a sof Vent(1->4)
1 1.0 Width 2.0 1

2 1.0 4.3 1

Soffit (with respect to first ca^;>)

Sill (with respect to first co^i)

Wind 0.0

Range: 1 to 3 units: Ccspartmt rudier
<660 to exit, <f2> accept data irput=>

Like adding a compartment on the geometry screen, the ADD key (f4) may be used on

the Vents(doors,...) screen. A vent is specified by the two connecting compartments, the vent

number, and the size and location of the vent. A connection to the outside is defined by using a
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compartment number for the "Second Compartment" one greater than the total number of

compartments entered on the Geometry screen. Each entry on this screen creates the appropriate

HVENT key word in the data file.

The OPEN/CLOSE positions for any vent can be specified by moving the highlight bar to

that vent on the main vents screen and pressing the f6 key. The current timeline values

(horizontal axis on the graph above) for the selected vent are displayed. Move the highlight bar

to the entry to be changed and enter a value from 0 (closed) to 1 (completely open). The default

value is 1. This entry is applied in CFAST by multiplying the width of the vent by this value.

The number of possible entries on this screen is determined by the number of specified points on

the timeline which is specified the Fire Specification screen. For a more complete explanation of

the timeline, please read the section in Fire Specification about modification of the duration of the

fire. These OPEN/CLOSE events are always related to the course of the fire. One CVENT key

word is created in the data file for each complete entry.
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3.7 Vents(ceiling,...) Screen

CFAST V 1.6 ¥ents<ceUing,...) 09/30y9Z

OiKHsions

Ccapartaent Nuid»r: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00
Depth: 4.00 4.00
Hei^: 230 230

Floor elevation: 0.0 230

Vents<oei ling,...)

' Om'IHf 'tMa'it ~

tc^ bottcB shape
C 1.00

- relative
heic^t
2.30

- eteolute
hei^t
2.30

|help| go
Uhits: C or S

On the Vents(ceiling,...) screen, all vertical flow connections between compartments and

openings to the outside are specified. A vent may be added using the ADD key (f4) or deleted

using the DELETE key (f5). Vertical flow entry does not provide an equivalent to CVENT to

allow specification of the vent position over the course of the fire.

CFAST V 1.6 Ventstcei I ing, . . .

)

09/30/92

DiaenBions

Cupartaent NuDer: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00
Depth: 4.00 4.00
Hei^: 2.30 2.30

Floor elevation: 0.0 2.30

”!
Top Co^artaent

Bottca Ccapartaent

Shape

Area

lute

.30

Range: 1 to 3 Uhits: Ccapartaent rutier
<eso to estit, <f2> accept data irput=>

Vertical flow vents may be added by using the ADD key (f4) on the Vents(ceiling,...)

screen to create WENT key words in the data file. The vent is specified by the upper and lower

connecting compartments, the shape of the vent (Circle or Square), and the area of the vent. A
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connection to the outside is permitted for either the "Top Compartment" or the "Bottom

Compartment" . Such a connection is defined by entering a compartment number one greater than

the total number of compartments on the Geometry screen. The upper compartment can not have

a floor height lower than the ceiling of the lower compartment and must be within 0. 1 meters of

the ceiling height for the lower compartment.

3.8 Fans, Ducts,... Screen

CFAST V 1.6 Fens, Ducts,... 09/30/92

Diaensions

CcaparfEnt Nuriber: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00
Depth: 4.00 4.00
Hei^t: 2.30 2.30

Floor elevetion: 0.0 2.30

Exterior Ccmecticns

Ccapartaent # node Orientation Height Area

1 1 V 2.10 0.12
2 3 V 2.10 0.12

Lhits: H or V
{help! go

i
{ADO |0EL |0UCT|FAN {mitlkeysjqLjit! irput=>

Mechanical ventilation systems are entered using this screen. This includes details of the

connections from compartments to the ventilation system, and of the ductwork and fans within the

system. These are specified on the three separate pages of the Fans, Ducts screen. On this first

page, the connections between compartments and the ventilation system are detailed. These

correspond to the MVOPN key word in the CFAST data file. Like the Geometry and Vents

screens, these connections may be added with the ADD key (f4) or deleted with the DELETE key

(f5). The DUCT key (f6) allows specification of the ductwork on the Duct page. The FANS key

(f7) allows specification of the operating characteristics of the fans in the system.
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CFAST V 1.6 Fans, Ducts,... 09/30/92

Diwnsicns

QHBTtKnt IAMet: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00

Floor Cc^artamt Nudxr

Node Nuaber

CoBfarta Orientation ( H or V ) Area

1 Heisht of ai^nint 0.12

2 0.12
Area

Range: 1 to 6 units: COKartaent ruiar
<eso to exit, <f2> accept data iriput=>

Connections from compartments to the ventilation system are added using the ADD key

(f4) from the main mechanical ventilation screen. A connection is fully specified by the

compartment number, mechanical ventilation node number, orientation (Horizontal or Vertical),

height, and area.

CFAST V 1.6 Fans, Ducts,... 09/30/92

node
1st 2nd ten dia

1 2 2.30 0.10

Duct Uork
hItb njwnipH
rou^ jointi joint2

0.0020 1.00 1.00

node
l^tl )«tit2

2.10 4.40

Range: 0.0 to 300.00 Uhits: Distance in KIbM
<eso;

;
pIDO ;deL

; ;
'unitjkeys;

I
irput=>

The ductwork in the ventilation system is specified on the Duct page by pressing f6 from

the main screen. Internal connections may be added with the ADD key (f4) or deleted with the

DELETE key (f5). Pressing Page Up will return to the main screen.
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CFAST V 1.6 Fans, Ducts,... 09/30/92

DuctUirk
mfe sfas expended rade

1st 2nl ten dial roi^ jointi joint2 h^tl h^t2
1 2 2.30 0.10 0.0020 1.00 1.00 2.10 4.40

Node 1 nMier
Node 2 nM>er
Length
Dioeter
Absolute Rolc^yess
Flou Coefficient Node 1 0.0
Expended Area of Joint Node 1

Abs. Elevation Node 1

1.00

Flou Coefficient Node 2 0.0
Expended Area of Joint Node 2
Abs. Elevation Node 2

1.00

Range: 1 to 176 Uhits: Integer
<eso to exit, <f2> accept data lrput=>

The ADD key on the Duct page creates a window to specify a connection between

internal nodes of the mechanical ventilation system. All of the information for the MVDCT and

INELV key words in the CFAST data file are entered for a single connection.

CFAST V 1.6 Fans, Ducts,... 09/30/9Z

Fan Set^p Nudier of Fans 1

Fen # Node 1 Node 2 nmn : Flou
1 2 3 0.00 0.1400

Paax
300.00

: Flow
0.0101

No. Coeff
2

Head
0.0

75.00
150.00
225.00
300.00

Flow
0.1400
0.1075
0.0750
0.0426
0.0101

0.2000 +

0.1000 +

0.0

Coefficient
0.140EH)0
>0.433E-(B

0. 75. ISO. 225. 300.

Range:
<eso}

{

1 to 1 Uhits: integer

iMD ;dEL
; ;

|mit;keys;
!

irpLit=»

Operating characteristics of the fans in the ventilation system are specified on the Fan

setup page. Fans may be added with the ADD key (f4) or deleted with the DELETE key (f5).

Once a fan has been added to the system, the fan curve may be modified by either entering a set

of pressure and flow data or a set of coefficients for the fan curve. In either case, CEdit will

calculate the other quantity before leaving the Fan setup page. Pressing Page Up will return to

the main screen.
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CFAST V 1.6 Fans, Ducts,... 09/30/92

Fan Setup Niaber of Fans 1

Fan * Node 1 Node 2 Pain : Flow Pmbk : Flow No. Ooeff

1 2 3 0.00 0.1400 300.00 0.0101 2

Coefficient
0.14QE*00
-0.433E-05

300.

Range: 1 to 100 Units: integer
<esO to exit, <f2> accept data inputs

New fans are added to the system using the ADD key (f4) from the Fans page. A fan is

specified by entering internal node numbers, minimum and maximum pressures, and flow at each

pressure. A MVFAN key word is created for each entry on this page when the data file is saved.

3.9 Thermal Properties Screen

CFAST V 1.6 Iheml properties 09/30/92

Diaensions

Conportaent Ntater: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00
Depth: 4.00 4.00
Hei^t: 2.30 2.30

Floor elevation: 0.0 2.30

Theraal properties froa TIONAL.DF

Ceiling properties: GYPSUM GYPSUM
Floor properties: CQNCREIE CONCRETE
Uall properties: PINBJDOD PINBAOD

Range: AljdiaruEric ( 8) Units: Naae or Title
{helpj go {FILEjADO {OFF {DATA}

{
{key5{c|Ljit{ irput=>

The Thermal Properties screen details the materials used for the ceiling, walls, and floor

of each compartment. The name of a material contained in the CFAST Thermal Database may be

entered by first positioning the highlighted selection bar over the entry of interest and typing the

material name exactly as it exists in the database. To make the process easier, a material name
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may be selected on the Thermal Database page below for the currently highlighted surface. Once

a material has been selected on the Database page, it can be designated for additional surfaces by

selecting the desired surface and pressing the ADD PICKED key (f4). To specify an adiabatic

surface, press the OFF key (f5) to turn OFF the heat transfer calculation for that surface. If the

word NONE is displayed for a material, it means that the name entered does not appear in the

Thermal Database. Key words associated with this screen include CEILI, WALLS, and FLOOR.

CFAST V 1.6 Theml Datsfaese 09/30/92

Conduct Specif! Density Thicfcne Biissiv * CEDES *

OFIIQOM 0.0002 0.9000 790.00 0.0160 0.9000
PINBOD 0.0001 2.50 540.00 0.0160 0.8000 60 U
CONCRETE 0.0018 1.00 2200.0 0.1500 0.9400 188 U
RBXMK 0.0002 1.30 640.00 0.0160 0.9000
FIBBB 0.0 1.25 240.00 0.0160 0.9000
UDOD 0.0 1.00 250.00 0.0160 0.9B00
DFIROM 0.0001 1.40 510.00 0.0130 0.9900
DFIRION 0.0002 1.50 560.00 0.0160 0.9000
LIICGLAS 0.0014 O.TIfiOO 2500.0 0.0160 0.9500

GLACIER 0.0 0.7200 32.00 0.0880 0.9000
KMMOOL 0.0002 1.05 128.00 0.1160 0.9700
GYPSUM 0.0002 0.9000 790.00 0.0160 0.9000 38 U
GYPl/2 0.0002 0.9000 790.00 0.0130 0.9000
GYP3/4 0.0002 0.9000 790.00 0.0190 0.9000
GYPXS/S 0.0001 0.9000 770.00 0.0160 0.9000
BRICK 0.0002 0.9000 790.00 0.0760 0.9000
GLASS 0.0014 0.7600 2500.0 0.0060 0.1000
FCIJJWS 0.0002 1.50 790.00 0.0160 0.9000 I

{help; 1 1

• 1 1
{unitjkeys;

{
<e8c> to exit

The DATA key (f6) displays the CFAST Thermal Database from the Thermal Properties

screen. The contents of the database may be examined, and a material can be chosen (and later

added in the Thermal Properties screen) by positioning the highlighted selection bar over the

material and pressing the PICK MATERIAL key (f6). Press the Page Up and Page Down keys to

quickly browse through the database. Move to the first database entry by pressing the Home key

or the last entry by pressing the End key. The thermophysical database can not be changed by

CEdit.
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CFAST V 1.6 Theraal prcperties

Oiaensions

Ccapartaent NuNet: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00
Depth: 4.00 4.00
Hei^t: 2.30 2.30

Floor elevation: 0.0 2.30

Thennl properties froa 'nOHM..DF

Ceiling prcperties: GYPSUM GVPSUt
Floor properties: CONCRETE CONCRETE
Uall properties: PINEUOOD PIIEUOOD

Renge: Alpharucric ( 8) Uhits: Naae or Title
<eso to exit, <f1> for help input=>then«l2.df

An alternate CFAST Thermal Database can be specified by pressing the FILE key (f3)

from the Thermal Properties screen. Enter the alternate database file name and press Enter, or

press Esc to leave the name unchanged. Materials selected previously which are not found in the

new database are set to NONE and redisplayed. The new database file name becomes the

Thermal Database for this input file only. If this file name differs from the database specified in

the configuration file (see CF Set), the THRMF key word is added to the input file when it is

saved. It is important to note that once an alternate database has been specified, this database

must be available when the model is run with this data input file.

3.10 Fire Specification Screen

CFAST V 1.6

Heat of C
l.aE+04

Fire Specification

Lia 02
10.00

Rel

0.0
OW

16.00
Pos Rooi

1

Type
2

09/30/92

CJET
OFF

1 1.8EH>4
2 1.aE«04

2.0EKK +

1.0E*« •f

I

I

I

{

o! ^ m 2^ 3^ 4m.

Pyrolysis Hee1;_releGse Hei^ Area H/C 02 00/002 0/002 HOI Ha Ot

Range: 0.0010 to 6.GE+04 Uiits: Heat of OcatxEticn in MLOJOULE/KILOGRAM
jhelpl go

{
{ADO {DEL {NOD

{
{mit{key5{qiit{ inputs
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All data pertaining to the combustion properties of the main fire are entered on this

screen. The heat of combustion, mass loss rate, and species yields are entered, along with

selection of the fire compartment and fire type as described in the data file format section. The

number of possible entries for each time dependent variable is determined by the number of

specified points on the fire timeline below. Note that fire chemistry is only allowed for

constrained (type 2) fires. The ceiling jet option can be set by moving to the ceiling jet entry and

using the arrow keys to highlight the desired option. The default value for ceiling jet is OFF.

Data file key words for this screen include LFBO, LFBT, CHEMI, FPOS, FMASS, FHIGH,
FAREA, FQDOT, and CJET. Individual objects may be entered on the Objects screen below.

Note that a time history for the heat of combustion is only available if a time history has

been entered for both the mass loss rate and the rate of heat release. Any value entered directly

for the heat of combustion is a constant value throughout the simulation. If you have time

dependent values available for the mass loss rate and rate of heat release, enter these values and

CEdit will calculate the corresponding time history for the heat of combustion.

If the fire compartment for an existing data file is changed, the fire position is

recalculated so that the relative position in the original compartment is maintained in the new
compartment. If the fire compartment was not set previously, the fire is positioned in the center

of the specified compartment. See Section 6.2.8 for an explanation of the coordinate system used

in specifying the position of the fire. A zero (0) entry for the compartment indicates no main fire

leaving only object fires specified on the Objects screen below.

A species may be added to the calculation using the ADD key (f4) or deleted from the

calculation using the DELETE key (fS) after moving the highlight bar to the desired species.

Each species added to the calculation is represented in the data file by a unique key word.

CFASTV1.6 Modify Tiae Interval 09/30/9Z

The tiae line shows the relatiw size of the tiae intervals

1 0.0
2 400.00

Press <f4> to insert a tiae point

Press <f5> to delete the tiae point

Range: 1.00 to Uhits: Tiae in SEOOND
<eso to exit, <f1> for help, <f^ to change mits irput=>

The FTIME time points in the data file may be modified by pressing the MODIFY TIME
key (f6) from the Fire Specification screen. The timeline is modified by adding new points with
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the ADD (f4) key, deleting existing points using the DELETE (f5) key, or pointing to an entry

and entering a new value. When the ADD key is pressed, a new point is created with a value

that splits the time interval between the currently highlighted point and the previous one into two

equal intervals, i.e., the midpoint of the interval.

3.11 Objects Screen

CFAST V 1.6 Objects 09/30/92

DiMensions

OiJUftMETTt Nuiter: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00
DefAh: 4.00 4.00
Hei^t: 2.30 2.30

Floor elevation: 0.0 2.30

Objects selected frcai 0BJECTS.DF

Position
NaK CoapartKnt Start tiae First elocnt X Y Z
SOFA 1 10 1 4.00 2.00 0.00
UMaXKBE 1 30 3 0.00 2.00 0.00

Range: Alchanaeric ( 8) units: Naae or Title
;heip; go ;fu£;ai» ;del {data; {initjkeys|qjit| irput=>

Objects to be burned in the fire scenario can be specified on the Objects screen. Any
object name found in the CFAST Objects Database may be entered. Objects may be added with

the ADD key (f4) or deleted with the DELETE key (f5). The DATA key (f6) displays the

current objects database and provides an easy method for object selection. An alternate database

can be specified by pressing the FILE key (f3).
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CFAST V 1.6 Objects 09/30/92

OiKnsions

CcanartBent lAaber: 1 2
Width: 4.00 4.00

Floor Naic

CoaparfEnt # TSJ)F

Start Tiae Position
Naae nt X r Z
SOFA First Elomt 4.00 2.00 0.00
UMSROBE 0.00 2.00 0.00

X

y

z

Range: Alphenuaeric < 8) Units: Neae or Title
<esO to exit, <f2> accept data, <f6> pick irput=>

The ADD key (f4) on the Objects screen uses an overlaid window to specify a new
object. Entry includes the object name, compartment, and the object position. The object

position uses a similar x, y, z coordinate system to the fire position on the Fire Specification

screen. The first element entry indicates where on the object ignition begins, however, it is not

used by the model at this time. Entry is required for future compatibility with the CFAST model

A value of 1 should be entered unless a different value is known. In addition, a time should be

entered indicating the earliest time during the simulation that the CFAST model should check the

fire scenario to determine if conditions have been met for the object to begin burning. If the flux

to the object and the surface temperature are high enough beyond this time in the simulation, the

object starts to burn. Each complete entry on this screen creates an OBJECT entry in the data

file.

CFAST V 1.6 Objects Database 09/30/92

PANEL
Type iffiition Ten Length Width Thickness # Elcacnts

TABLE 2 273.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 9
DESK 2 273.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 9
SOFA 2 300.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 9
UfWDROBE 2 300.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 9

{help}
{ ! S

{mitjkeys}
{

<eso to exit
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The contents of the CFAST Objects Database may be examined, and an object can be

selected by positioning the highlighted selection bar over the object and pressing the PICK

OBJECT key (f6). This is available in both the Add Objects window and the main Objects

screen. Press the Page Up and Page Down keys to quickly browse through the database. Move

to the first database entry by pressing the Home key or the last entry by pressing the End key.

The objects database can not be changed by CEdit.

CFAST V 1.6 Objects 09/30/92

DiBersions

CGi|B Anv of the objects below Uiich are not fouid fn 0BJECTS2.DF will

be deleted. Are sire you went to co^olete this change?

Hei^:
Floor elevation:

2.30
0.0

2.30
2.30

Objects selected fraa OBJECTSJIF

ConfBTtKnt
SOFA 1

UARDROBE 1

Start tiwe
70
100

First eleaent
1

3

Position
X y

4.00 2.00
0.00 2.00

AlphanLBcric (

Yes or No
8) units: or Title

inputs

An alternate CFAST Objects Database can be specified in a manner similar to the

Thermal Properties Database by pressing the FILE key (f3) from the Objects screen. Enter the

new database file name and press Enter, or press Esc to leave the name unchanged. If any of the

objects specified previously are not found in the new database, a warning message is displayed.

Respond "Y" to the warning message only if it is acceptable to have undefined objects deleted. If

the new database file name is accepted, it becomes the Objects Database for this input file only.

The OBJFL key word is added to the data file when it is saved if this file name differs from the

one specified in the configuration file (see CF Set). It is important to note that once an alternate

database has been specified, this database must be available when the model is run with this data

input file.
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3.12 Files,... Screen

CFAST V 1.6 Files,... m/30/9Z

quick estiaates <f5> asks for a tiae interval

run tiae graphics <f6» use existing display file (if it exists)

save data fi le<s} <f7>

urite to log file <f^ no

{helpl go
{ J 1 1 1 1 1

The Files screen is used to specify the file name for the input file and to access some

additional options. If problems are encountered within CEdit, you can document the problem by

generating a log file with the f8 function key and repeating the sequence of commands which

generated the problem. Append a simple graphics descriptor to the CFAST data file by pressing

f6 on the Files screen. The resulting display will show selected variables in a simple X-Y plot on

the screen as the CFAST model calculates the results. Pressing f6 again indicates that any

graphics descriptors currently in the data file are to be rewritten to the data file when it is saved.

The graphics descriptors in the current data file can not be modified using CEdit but must be

modified using an ASCII text editor.
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CFAST V 1.6

Main data file to rui

History file

Restart file

Files

PRN.MT

PRM.HI

no file specified

09/30/9Z

Theraal properties file T1I3MM-.DF

Objects data file OBJECTS.DF

a * indicates that the file has been accKfied and not sawed

Use the arsor keys to point to the file to be sawed. Then press <enter>.

To change the file naae, enter a neu naae and press <enter>.

Once data for a test case has been entered or modified using CEdit, you should save the

data to disk to run with the CFAST model. To save the data to a disk file, press f7. Type the

file name and press Enter. The output from the CFAST model may be written to a disk file for

further processing by programs such as CPlot or to restart CFAST. The DUMPR and RESTR
data file key words are created for the corresponding entries on this screen. File names for the

Thermal and Objects Databases are displayed as summary items and can not be changed on this

screen. To change these database file names, you must use the FILE option on the appropriate

Thermal Properties or Objects screen.

3.13 Version and Settings Screen

CFAST V 1.6 Version and Settings 09/30/92

The orrent version of CFAST is 1.6

The Bodiles liiich reflect this are

CFAST, CEdit, CFjSet, Report, ReportG, CPlot, and Survival.

Peraanent changes can be aade for the colors and units Uiich
are used by these prograas . These changes are then saved in
the configiration file and will be used the next tiae one of the
above prograB is iced. The path for data files, and the naae
of the theraophysical and othv data files can not be changed
here, but only by reruning the installation proyaa.

To change colors 'Cft>

To chary mits <f5>
Reset colors/mits <f6>
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The display colors and units within CEdit can be altered using the version and settings

screen. Unlike the f8 key on the individual screens, the unit selection here makes the changes

permanent, as would be accomplished with the CF Set utility.

CFAST V t.6 Color Palette 09/3Q/9Z

•4MIII HEWING

SUB lEWING

NORMAL TEXT
PROTECTED TEXT

lESSAGE OITFUT

BtROR MESSAGE

NORMAL BACHGROJM)
MESSAGE BAOCGROII)
HELP BACKGROUND
BWOR BACXER0U»

This is a sa^>le of the
help Rssage text screen.
Usually it will have the
saae backyoind as that
used for the Messages and
error codes.

Any or all of the colors used by CEdit for screen displays may be changed. Use the

arrow keys up and down to select the type of display text to be changed and ±e right and left

arrow keys to select the color for the foreground or background. The defaults have been selected

to produce acceptable displays on both monochrome and color displays.

FAST V 1.6 Set units 09/30/92

Base units Current units Possible units

Te^ieratire KELVIN KELVIN CELSIUS RAMCIIE FAIfiBNElT

Pressure PASCAL

Length ICTBt

Energy KILOJOULE

Mass KILOGRAM

Tiae SEOCM)

Tiae SECOND

To change mits, hi^li^t the basic mit to be changed, then point to the
init desired. Pointing is done either with the cirsor Keys or the aouse.

As supplied, most of the engineering units used for interactive input and display by CEdit

are standard SI units. Energy defaults to kJ since rates of energy release are typically specified in

kJ/s (kiloWatts). Use the up and down arrow keys to select the unit to change and the left and
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right arrow keys to change the units. This screen is also available from each of the main screens

in CEdit by pressing the UNIT key (fS).

3.14 Quitting CEdit

When data entry for the input file is finished, press the QUIT (flO) key from any main

screen. If changes have been made without saving, a warning window is displayed. Enter Y and

press Enter to quit without saving current changes. Respond N to return to CEdit, then press the

END key to access the Files screen.
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4. CFAST

The output of the CFAST program consists of two major parts. The first is a summary of

the input data and the initial conditions. The second consists of the calculated results at the end

of each print interval. The particular example comes from PRM.DAT explained in the chapters

on CEdit. Due to the effect of the computer’s internal precision on the solution of the equations,

it is possible that the results from other computers will differ slightly from those found below.

The output is labeled and most of it is self explanatory. There are, however, several

abbreviations used which are explained in the following sections along with a general description

of the output. The output pertaining to each of the compartments is listed across the page

beginning with compartment one in the left most column and proceeding to the right to the

highest number compartment.

4.1 Using CFAST

There are several ways to run CFAST. If CEdit has already been used to set up a file, all

that is needed is to enter the command:

cfast

In this case, the last file used in CEdit is used as the datafile. In the case of PRM.DAT, this

would not be desirable. PRM.DAT has both a graphics display as well as a request to print out

the ASCII text history. Both of these default to the screen so that the text and graphics overwrite

each other leading to a very messy and confusing output. To get around this problem, the

command line should be:

cfast prm.dat prm.out

This allows the graphics display to be drawn to the screen and the ASCII text to be written to the

output file PRM.OUT.

As was stated in Section 2.1, pressing the <f5> function key will show the current time

and time step. Pressing escape will terminate the run. For example, if < f5 > is pressed during

the run, the following might display:

Time = 9.58550207410571 DT = 0.353489940990121
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4.2

Summary of Input Data

The summary of the input data is divided into seven sections. These are geometrical data,

connections between compartments, mechanical ventilation, thermophysical properties, objects,

the fire specification, and the initial conditions. An overview section precedes these sections and

lists the version number and any title which was in the data file. To make changes to the input

file, see the section on CEdit.

4.2.1 Overview

CFAST version 1.6.0 - created May 15, 1992 Example Case for CFAST 1.6 User's Guide

4.2.2

Geometry

This section lists the total number of compartments along with the width, depth, height,

area, and volume for each compartment. It also gives the ceiling and floor height with respect to

the reference datum.

Total compartments = 2

FLOOR PLAN

Width 4.0 4.0

Depth 4.0 4.0

Height 2.3 2.3

Area 16.0 16.0

Volime 36.8 36.8

Ceiling 2.3 4.6

Flcxjr 0.0 2.3

4.2.3

Vents(doors,...)

The next section is connections between the compartments. Each compartment is listed

vertically down the page and horizontally across the page. The connections between

compartments are given at the intersection of the vertical and horizontal lists. The final

compartment in the horizontal list is the exterior space. The numbers in parentheses in the vertical

compartment list are the number of openings for each compartment. For example, if the number

of openings between any two compartments is three, there would be three parts for each

compartment in the vertical list. Each part consists of the following:

1) opening width (m)

2) height of top of opening above floor (m)

3) height of bottom of opening above floor (m)

4) height of top of opening above reference datum (m)

5) height of bottom of opening above reference datum (m)
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NORMAL CONNECTIONS

Width 0.00 0.00 1.07

Soffit 0.00 0.00 2.00

Sill 0.00 0.00 0.00

a. Soffit 0.00 0.00 2.00

a.Sill 0.00 0.00 0.00

Width 0.00 0.00 1.07

Soffit 0.00 0.00 2.00

Sill 0.00 0.00 1.00

a.Soffit 0.00 0.00 4.30

a.Sill 0.00 0.00 3.30

4.2.4 Fans, Ducts,...

The mechanical ventilation summary follows the data on connections. The mechanical

ventilation page is broken up into three parts. The first part lists the nodes and their ducts. Like

the connections, mechanical ventilation is printed out as a matrix. Down the side and along the

top are the nodes that make up the system. At the intersection of two nodes, if the space is

nonblank, the nodes are connected. If the values are all zero, the nodes are connected by a fan.

The description of the duct connecting two nodes is the following information:

1) the length of the duct (m)

2) the area of the duct (m)

3) the absolute roughness of the duct walls (mm)

MECHANICAL VENTILATION (RESISTIVE) CONNECTIONS

NGOE 1 2 3 COMPARTMENT

1 Length 2.30 1

Area 0.01

ARgh(iTiii) 20.00

2 Length 2.30 0.00

Area 0.01 0.00

ARgh(nin) 20.00 0.00

3 Length 0.00 2

Area 0.00

ARgh(iiin) 0.00

The second part is the interior elevation of the nodes. This is the absolute elevation of the

nodes above the reference height. The nodes are given in numeric order.

Interior Elevation 2.10 4.40 4.40

The final part of the mechanical ventilation summary is the fan connections. First there is

a declaration of how many fans are in the system, and then a line of numbers describing each fan.

The first number is the fan number followed by the head node, the end node, the number of

coefficients in the fan curve, the minimum head pressure, the maximum head pressure, and finally

the fan curve coefficients.

THERE IS ONE FAN CONNECTION

1232 0.0 300.0 0.140 -4.330E-04
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4.2.5 Thermal Properties

This section lists the thermophysical properties of the ceiling, floor, and wall,

respectively, for each compartment. The initial information specifies the names as given in the

data file along with the name of the current thermal properties database. Following this is a

listing of the conductivity, specific heat, density, thickness and emissivity obtained for each of the

thermophysical items. Additionally, the HCl constants used to calculate the HCl deposition for a

surface are displayed. The final column indicates any applicable codes. See Appendix C for a

detailed explanation of these codes. If CFAST is unable to find a specified name, it will stop at

this point.

Material names

Ceilir^: GYPSUM GYPSUM

Walls: PINEUOGO PINEWOOO

Floor: CONCRETE CONCRETE

Thermal data base Lised: THERMAL.DF

Name Conductivity Specific heat Density Thickness Emissivity HCL B's (1->4) **Codes**

PINEWOOO 0.120 2.500E+03 540. 1.600E-02 0.800 O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO U

CONCRETE 1.75 1.000E+03 2.200E+03 0.150 0.940 O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 O.OOE+00 O.OOE+OO U

GYPSUM 0.160 900. 790. 1.600E-02 0.900 6.30E-03 1.92E+02 5.87E-02 7.48E+03

4.2.6 "Other Objects"

The "other objects" section summarizes information about the objects being burned in the

simulation. The first line tells which data file is being used by CFAST to get the information for

the objects. Then information about each object is listed. The listing of each object is in two

parts. The first part lists general information about the object. This information is labelled and is

as follows:

1) object name

2) reference number

3) the fire type

1 is a free burn

2 is a constrained fire

4) the number of intervals in the object specification

5) the time that the object should start burning (sec)

6) the minimum flux to the surface needed to start the object burning (w/m^)

7) the minimum surface temperature to start the object burning (k)

8) the total mass of the object (kg)

9) the gram molecular weight of the object

10) the volatilization temperature (k)
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The second part of the object summary is a print out of the time dependent variables.

The line labeled time val lists the time points for which the values of the time dependent variables

are exactly defined. The time dependent variables are:

1) pyrolysis rate (kg/sec)

2) heat release rate (w)

3) heat of combustion

4) area of the fire (m^)

5) height of the flame (m)

6) ratio of CO to CO2

7) ratio of soot to CO2

8) ratio of hydrogen to carbon

9) HCl production

10) HCN production

11) CT values

"Other objects" datafile: OBJECTS.DF

Name: SOFA Referenced as object # 1

Type: 2 No. Intervals: 8

Time: 10. Flux 0.0 Surface ignition tenp: 0.

Total Hass: 100000. GMU: 16. Volatile tenp: 300.

Time val 0.000 20.0 40.0 90.0 140. 240. 340. 740.

Pyrol 5.500E-03 5.500E-03 5.500E-03 5.500E-03 5.500E-03 5.500E-03 5.500E-03 5.5006-03

Qdot 1.000E+05 1.000E+05 1.000E+05 1.000E+05 1.000E+05 1.0006+05 1.0006+05 1.0006+05

Hcorrb 1.818E+07 1 .818E+07 1 .818E+07 1.818E+07 1.818E+07 1.818E+07 1.818E+07 1.818E+07
Area 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500

High 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250

co/coZ 2.000E-02 2.000E-02 2.000e-02 2.000E-02 2.0006-02 2.0006-02 2.0006-02 2.0006-02

Soot/co2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

h/c 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333

HCl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

HCN 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

c*t 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Name: WARDROBE Referenced as object « 2

Type: 2 No. Intervals: 8

Time: 30. Flux 0.0 Surface ignition tenp: 0.

Total Mass: 37. GMW: 162. Volatile tenp: 300.

Time val. 0.000 7D.0 100. 140. 190. 200. 340. 1.1706+03

Pyrol 0.000 3.140E-02 8.17DE-02 0.333 1.570E-02 3.7706-02 1.5706-02 3.1006-03

Odot 0.000 5.000E+04 1.300E+05 5.300E+05 2.500E+04 6.000E+04 2.500E+04 5.000E+03

Heart) 1.590e+06 1.592E+06 1.591E+06 1.592E+06 1.5926+06 1.592E+06 1.592E+06 1.6136+06

Area 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

High 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

co/co2 0.000 0.234 0.134 9.000E-03 1.6006-02 3.1006-02 6.3006-02 0.000

Soot/co2 0.000 1.600E-02 1.900E-02 4.000E-03 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

h/c 0.830 0.830 0.830 0.830 0.830 0.830 0.830 0.830

HCl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

HCN 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

c*t 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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4.2.7 Fire Specification

This section consists of three parts. The first part lists the compartment number of the

compartment of fire origin, how often output is to be printed, the number of time points for

which the mass loss rate is specified, the total time over which the results are printed, the fire

location within the compartment of origin, the lower oxygen limit, the initial relative humidity,

the fire type, and the surfaces for which the ceiling jet algorithm is turned on.

Conpartment of origin is 1

Print interval (seconds) 10

Nuitjer of fire specification intervals is 2

Total time (seconds) 200

Fire position (x,y,z) 2.00

Lower oxygen limit (%) = 10.0

Initial relative himidity (%) = 0.0

Fire type is a Specified (Constrained)

Ceiling jet is off for all surfaces.

2.00 0.00

The second part lists the initial fuel temperature, the ambient air temperature, and the

ambient sea level reference pressure for the interior and exterior.

Pyrolysis tenperature (K) = 300.

Anfcient air tenperature (K) = 300.

Anfcient reference pressure (Pa) = 101300.

Reference elevation (m) = 0.

External atrbient tenperature (K) = 300.

External reference pressure (Pa) = 101300.

Reference elevation (m) = 0.

The third part lists for each specified point of the fire the mass loss rate of the burning

fuel, the heat of combustion, the rate of heat release, the height of the base of the fire with

respect to the floor, and the fractional production rates of the species. Also listed is the

corresponding time points.

Fmass=

HcQnfc=

Fqdot=

Fhigh=

C/C02=

CO/C02=

H/C=

02=

HCN=

HCL=

Ftine=

1.40E-03

1.81E+07

2.53E+04

0.00

0.00

1.00E-02

0.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.40E-03

1.81E+07

2.53E+04

1.00E-02

0.00

1.006-02

0.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.006+02
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4.2.8 Initial Conditions

This section shows the conditions in the structure at the beginning. If this is a restart,

then the conditions are those at the time step used for the restart.

Time = 0.0 seconds.

Upper tenp<K}

Lower tenp(K)

Upper vol(iif**3)

Layer depth(m)

Ceiling tenpdC)

Up wall tenp<K)

Low wall tenpOC)

Floor tenp(K)

c hcl(ing/m^2)

hcUmg/tiTZ)

Iw hcl(mg/nr2)

f hcl(ing/nr'2)

Plune flow(lcg/s)

Pyrol rate(lcg/s)

Fire size(W)

Plune in ul(U)

Plune in ll(U)

Vent fire<W)

On target <W/nrr2)

Pressure<Pa)

300.0 300.0

300.0 300.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

300.0 300.0

300.0 300.0

300.0 300.0

300.0 300.0

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00

1.352E+00 O.OOOE+00

1.400E-03 O.OOOE+00

O.OOOe-KX) O.OOOE+00

o.oooe+00 O.OOOE+00

O.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00

o.oooe+00 O.OOOE+00

O.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00

1.460E-02 2.191E-01

300.0

O.OOOE+00

4.3 Results of Calculations

The final part of the output consists of the calculated results at the end of each print

interval. The first line of the output is the simulation time. In this example, the results have only

been listed for 200 s (see the data file above). Following the time are the temperatures of the

upper and lower layers, the upper layer volume and thickness, and the temperatures of the

ceiling, upper (UW.TEMP) (K) and lower walls, and the floor. The last four entries are the HCl
deposition to the four surfaces: ceiling, upper wall, lower wall, and floor.

Time = 200.0 seconds.

Upper tenp(K} 465.6 364.2

Lower tenp(K) 314.1 302.1

Upper VDl(nf**3) 12.0 20.8

Layer depth(m) 0.8 1.3

Ceiling tenpdC) 401.5 331.2

Up wall tenp(K) 401.2 331.0

Low wall tenfXK) 400.7 330.8

Floor tenfXK) 401.4 331.1

c hcl(mg/tTr2) 0.00 0.00

uw hcl(mg/m^2) 0.00 0.00

Iw hcUmg/trr2) 0.00 0.00

f hcl(tng/m^2) 0.00 0.00
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Next is the flow of combustion products and entrained air into the upper layer from the

plume, the pyrolysis rate of the fuel, the enthalpy release rate of the fire, the total convective heat

transfer from the surfaces surrounding the layers to the upper and lower layers respectively, the

total heat release rate from all vent fires in the compartment, the radiant heat transfer per unit

area from the upper layer to an object on the floor, and the difference between the current

pressure and the initial pressure at the floor.

Plime floH(kg/s)

Pyrol rate(kg/s)

Fire size(W)

Plune in ul(W)

Plure in ll(W)

Vent fire(W)

On target(W/tii'2)

Pressure(Pa)

2.A66E-01 O.OOOE+OO

1.4006-03 O.OOOE+OO

6.0006+04 0.0006+00

0.0006+00 0.0006+00

6.0006+04 0.0006+00

0.0006+00 0.0006+00 0.0006+00

2.1936+03 5.3586+02

-1. 1256+00 7.1146-01

When PRM.DAT is run, the default graphics are displayed to the screen. The default

graphics consist of four graphs. The upper left hand graph displays the upper layer temperature

for each compartment. The upper right graph shows the %02 in the upper layer. The lower left

hand graph gives the height above the floor of the interface between the upper and lower layer.

The last graph in the lower right is of the heat release rate of the fire. The graph is updated

according to the display interval in the input file, in this case every 5 seconds. When the CFAST
run is over, the graph clears from the screen and returns to text mode. An example of the final

display for PRM.DAT is:

*r * / \ 2000 OO 9 1 ^ \T»m« () Tim« (»)
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5. CPIot

The CFAST model provides 3-D pictorial results and graphs while the model is executing.

The model predicts the environment produced by a fire in one of several compartments, and

follows smoke and toxic gases from one compartment to another, separately predicting values for

each of the variables in both the upper and lower layers. The results of these calculations are

written to a special data file (the "history" file) at designated time steps. CPIot is intended to

provide a visual interface to generate graphs and tables from the time histories saved by the

model. CPIot has the capability to form a list of variables, read in their values at each time

interval, list the values in tabular form, plot the values, and save the variables in a formatted file

for use with other software. In addition, it has the capability to read history files created by other

programs to plot along with CFAST data. It can read these files for several runs of each program

and combine them into one or more plots and lists. To start CPIot enter the command:

cplot

See Appendix B for alternative CPIot command lines.

Once the CPIot command line has been entered, identifying information and a "conunand

prompt" are displayed. Commands to direct the generation of the tables and graphs may now be

entered. Commands available at the "command prompt" are:

ADD, DELETE
AGAIN
CLEAR
DEFAULT
DIRECTORY
END
HELP
FILE, ASCII, RAPID, TENAB
LIST

PLOT, REPLOT
READ
REVIEW
SAVE
SHIFT
VARIABLE

These commands can be broken into five major groups that describe the process used to

generate tabular or graphical output with CPIot. Each command has a sub-menu from which

specific choices are made or actions taken. The following is a description of each of the

commands. At least three characters must be used to identify a command.
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5.1 Entering Data Into CPlot

The general procedure for using CPlot is to select the data from one or more files, then

plot or print the data. The first step involves selecting the file. CPlot can currently read four

types of data files:

• data created by the CFAST model (CFAST history files),

• data created by the TENAB model (TENAB history files)[10],

• data created in specially formatted ASCII text files from other programs including

RAPID, a program developed by the Building and Fire Research Laboratory for analysis

of large-scale fire tests[ll], and

• ASCII text files, with data which is blank delimited.

The command for reading each of these file types is FILE, TENAB, RAPID, or ASCII,

respectively. Variables for the TENAB, RAPID, and ASCII file types are specified at the same

time as the command. For the CFAST history file, variables are selected with the ADD
command. In addition to the file type and variable selection commands, several utility commands
are available to provide support for data entry.

FILE Allows the user to specify the CFAST history file name. To select particular

variables from a selected history file, use the ADD command.

TENAB Reads a file in the TENAB format. The TENAB program produces estimates

for a number of tenability criteria for persons exposed to a fire environment

predicted by the CFAST model. The user must enter the "person number"

and the desired criteria to be read from the file. The possibilities are:

Tenab Variable List

1. Fractional Effective Dose Due to Gases - Bukowski

2. Fractional Effective Dose Due to Gases - Purser

3. Fractional Effective Dose Due to C02 - Purser

4. Temperature - Deg C
5. Fractional Effective Dose Due to Convective Heat

6. CT(G-MIN/M3)
7. Flux (KW-MIN/M2)
8. Derksen Curve
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RAPID Reads a file in the RAPID format after querying for the channels to read. In

order for this to work, there must be a channel which corresponds to the

default channel as selected by the DEFAULT command. Normally this is the

time channel, but it can be any other desired channel.

ASCII Reads a file in columnar ASCII format after querying for the columns to read.

In order for this to work, there must be a column which corresponds to the

default colunm as selected by the DEFAULT command. Normally this is the

time, but it can be any other desired column.

If a CFAST history file has been specified using the FILE command, variables must then

be selected with the ADD command. The variables currently available are:

bcuidary surface teirperature (ceiling, floor) UALL c

entrained ness flow in the plune ENTRAIN kg/s.
hcl wall surface concentration Ha kg/nr
heat release in lower layer LPLUME kW
heat release in ipper layer UPLUC ku
heat release in flare out a vent VFIRE kU
heat release rate of the fire HEAT kW
layer height INTE m
layer tenperature TEMP C

3
layer mass density MASS kg/m^
mass flow from the plune into the vpper layer PLUC kg/s
p/rolysis rate of the fuel PYRa kg/s
pressure PRES Pa

2
radiation field to a target TARGET U/m
species density
total radiative heat flux into the layer

SPECIES
RAD U

total convective heat flux into the layer CQNVEC u
vent flow VENT kg/s
vent entrainment JET kg/s

m^volune of the ipper layer vamc

ADD This command is used to build a list of CFAST variables to be read into the

active list. This command applies only to files selected with the FILE
command. ADD may be entered by itself or together with a list of variables

that are to be added. If it is entered alone, the variables that are to be added

to the list are requested. For example:

> ADD
- INPUT VARIABLES TO BE ADDED > TEMP,PRES

or

> ADD TEMP,PRES
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For each variable selected, a series of questions are displayed in order to

identify exactly the type of variable desired. One question displayed for all

variables is:

WHICH COMPARTMENT? ->

For layer dependent variables, the user is requested to input the layer (U for

upper or L for lower):

WHICH LAYER? ->

The current default value is assumed for each question when the Enter key is

pressed without providing a response to the prompt. See the DEFAULT
command to change these default values.

If the VENTFLOW variable is chosen, the compartments of origin and

destination are requested along with the vent number. If the SPECIES
variable is selected, the species name (O2 , CO2 ,...) is requested.

The maximum number of variables allowed in the active list at any one time is

40. If the list is full or the variable is currently in the active list, the addition

is disallowed, and control returns to the CPlot command prompt.

The AGAIN, CLEAR, DELETE, READ, and REVIEW commands allow the user to

view and manipulate the list of variables read with the data entry commands.

AGAIN Repeats the input of a list of variables for a new CFAST history file. CPlot

maintains a list of the most recently acquired CFAST variables. As an

example, select a file with the FILE command, and select a set of variables.

Now use the FILE command again to select a new file. Enter the AGAIN
command to select the original list of variables for this new file. This

function simplifies direct comparisons between runs of CFAST. It works only

with files selected with the FILE command.

CLEAR Empties the current variable list.
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DELETE When this command is entered, the current list of CFAST variables is

displayed on the screen. The user is asked to select the variables to delete by

entering the associated number from the list. The variables must be entered

on a single line separated by commas or blanks. If the variable number

entered does not correspond to one currently on the list, it is ignored. After

the deletions have been completed, a new list is displayed. If the list is

currently empty, an appropriate error message is displayed. One caution

concerning order. The variables are deleted by the associated number in the

list, not by rank ordering within the group. This is important in conjunction

with use of the AGAIN command.

READ Used to force a read of the data files. This is most useful for script files

which can be processed automatically to display data. It is equivalent to

pressing an enter at the "read prompt" in the interactive mode.

REVIEW At times, the user may wish to view the current list before entering a

command. This may be done with the REVIEW conunand. It prints out the

current list along with the compartment number, species, and layer specified

for each of the variables.

5.2 Generating Tables and Graphs With CPIot

Once the data has been selected and read, CPIot can plot or print the data values. The

commands LIST and PLOT allow the user to generate a table of values or a graph for selected

variables. The SHIFT command allows the user to shift the abscissa (horizontal) or ordinate

(vertical) axis of a variable.

LIST Lists the values of any of the variables in the current list to the screen. The

variables desired and the time range for the list are requested. Once the list is

displayed on the screen, it can be printed with the PRINT SCREEN key.

PLOT After entering the PLOT conunand, the current list of variables is displayed.

To group variables together for a single graph use parentheses. Separate

variables within the parentheses by conunas or blank spaces. Variables to be

plotted together on a single graph must be of the same type. As an example:

Select 1->4 graphs by groLping variables

with parentheses followed by a return >(1 2 3 4)

will plot 1 graph with 4 variables to the screen.
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while:

Select 1->4 graphs b/ grotping variables

with parentheses followed by a return >1,2, 3,

4

or

Select 1->4 graphs by groiping variables

with parentheses followed by a return >12 3 4

plots 4 graphs of 1 variable each to the screen.

Normally, CPlot will scale the axes automatically. However, if the automatic

formatting option has been turned off using the DEFAULT command, the

user is given the opportunity to change the range of the X and Y axes along

with the graph legends before the graph is drawn. The maximum and

minimum values for the X and Y axes are displayed followed by a request for

any changes. Press enter if no change is desired. The next axis change

request is displayed:

The Min/Max for Tenperature are:

X = 0.00 TO 2000.00

Y = 0.00 TO 1000.00

<ENTER> If no changes are desired.

Xmin = 0.00, Change to =

Xmax = 2000.00, Change to =

Ytnin = 0.00, Change to =

Ymax = 1000.00, Change to =

Similar prompts are made for the legends for each graph. The user is allowed

to change the text for each curve label and the position. If no changes are

desired, the Enter key may be pressed to accept the suggested values for the

legend text and position:

Legend for 1 (Tenperature 1 U ) is jR 1 Uj. :

<£NTER> For no change:

Legend for 2 (Tenperature 2 U ) is jR 2 Uj. :

<ENTER> For no change:

Legend for graph 1 is at X= 40.00, Y= 945.49

<ENTER> If no changes are desired.

X = 40.00, Change to =

Y = 945.49, Change to =

When all changes have been made, the selected graphs are plotted.
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SHIFT Used to adjust the variable axes. For example, it may be used when plotting

variables from different files to normalize the data to a common ignition time

or initial temperature. The required input is a selection of the axis to shift,

the amount of shift, and a list of channels. Please note that shifting the time

axis for a single variable will shift the time axis for all variables associated

with that particular file. Such an effect occurs because only one vector of

values is kept to represent the timeline for each file.

5.3 Saving Data With CPlot

The SAVE command allows the user to create an ASCII text file in one of two formats.

These files may be used for future CPlot runs or for exporting CFAST or TENAB data to other

programs.

SAVE Saves the values for the variables in the current list into a file. The format

used depends on the option chosen by the DEFAULT command. Columnar

data can be used for spreadsheet and charting programs. Row data is used to

make the data compatible with the data processing program (RAPID) designed

for the reduction of experimental data in the Building and Fire Research

Laboratory.

The user is prompted for the file name. A verification is made to determine if

the file currently exists. If the file does exist, the user is asked if the new

data should write over the old file. If the response is NO, no data is stored in

the file. If the response is YES or the file does not already exist, the file is

created, and the data stored.

Colunmar data files are straightforward with each variable listed. The time

channel is the first column.

For files in the row format, each variable in the list is saved with the

following line at the beginning of each block of data:

16,16,A6, *— COMMENT

The first 16 represents the number of data points for that variable, the next 16

specifies the number given to that variable on the list, and the A6 is the actual

variable name. Everything after the is a comment block and contains

information relevant to that particular variable, such as species number,

compartment number, layer, etc. The actual numerical data is written using

the format 7E11.5.
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5.4 Changing the Default Parameters in CPIot

The DEFAULT command allows the user to change a number of default parameters

within CPIot. These defaults include the format of the graphical output along with values

assumed by CPIot when the user presses the Enter key without specifying input.

DEFAULT Enables the user to set default parameters for the following:

Default compartment specifies the compartment number to be used whenever

the user presses an Enter in response to a question requesting a compartment

number. Ventflow destination specifies the compartment number for the "to

compartment" for vent flows. Default species and default layer specify the

species and layer, respectively, to be used whenever the user presses an Enter

in response to a request for a species or a layer. Character set is a number

from 1 to 25 which specifies a different typeface to be used. Only character

sets 4, 7, 24, and 25 are supplied with CFAST. Graphics device specifies

where the graphic output is placed. Allowable outputs are type 1 or SCREEN
for output to the screen, and type 6 or HPGL for output to a file formatted for

Hewlett-Packard format devices. Automatic plot formatting allows the user

to customize the format of the graphical output. A response of Yes instructs

CPIot to format the axes and legends automatically. A response of No allows

the user to select the axis limits and legend text manually for each plot.

Channel for abscissa specifies the channel number to be used for the

horizontal axis for data read from RAPID format data files with the RAPID
command. Factor for abscissa specifies the data column number to be used

for the horizontal axis for data read in ASCII format. Type of save file

specifies the format of the file written by the SAVE command. Finally,

Draw curves in color (Y/N) and Draw curves with dashed lines (Y/N),

allow the user to customize the lines to be drawn for each variable in a plot.

The defaults are saved in a permanent file on the disk so the next execution of

CPIot will use the defaults most recently selected.
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5.5 Getting Online Help in CPlot

The HELP and VARIABLE commands provide some simple online help when using CPlot.

HELP

VARIABLE

DIRECTORY

This command may be entered any time the user is prompted for an option.

The purpose is to list to the screen the available commands with a brief

explanation of each. After listing the commands, another option is requested.

Shows the list of variables which are available for the files selected with the

FILE command (CFAST history files). This list is identical to the one shown

in the introduction to this CPlot section.

Shows a list of files in the current (or remote if set) directory. Functions in a

manner similar to the "dir" ("Is" in Unix) command. Wildcards are used in

the usual fashion.

5.6 Exiting CPlot

The END command terminates the execution of CPlot. If desired, any data which has

been read into CPlot should be saved prior to entering this command. Any data not saved is lost

upon exiting CPlot and must be re-entered if it is to be used again.
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6. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA FILE

The CFAST model requires a description of the problem to be solved. This section

provides a description for the input data used by the model. In general, the order of the data is

not important. The one exception to this is the first line which specifies the version number and

gives the data file a title.

Most entries in the input data file can be generated using CEdit. CEdit provides online

help information in addition to context-sensitive error checking. For example, CEdit will not

allow the user to select a fire compartment outside the range of compartments specified on the

Geometry screen. Because of these features, CEdit is the preferred method for creating and

editing most CFAST input files. However, some input file key words are not supported by

CEdit. For these special cases, editing of the ASCII input file using any ASCII text editor is

necessary. The following sections detail the available input file key words and group them by

their availability within CEdit. Subsection titles for the CEdit key words correspond to the

subsection titles in the CEdit chapter of this reference. This has been done as an aid to

understanding the organization of the input file.

The number of lines in a given data set will vary depending, for example, on the number

of openings or the number of species tracked. A number of parameters such as heat transfer and

flow coefficients have been set within CFAST as constants. Please refer to the section on source

terms in the technical reference [4] to ascertain the values for these parameters.

6.1 General Format of an Input File Line

Each line of the data file begins with a key word which identifies the type of data on the

line. The key words currently available are:

CEILI specify name of ceiling descriptor(s) (N)

CHEMI miscellaneous parameters for kinetics (7)

OET ceiling jet (1)

CO CO/CO2 mass ratio (Ifmax)

CT fraction of fuel which is toxic (Ifrnax)

CVENT opening/closing parameter (Ifmax + 3)

DEPTH depth of compartments (N)

DUMPR specify a file name for saving time histories (1)

EAMB external ambient (3)

FAREA area of the base of the fire (Ifmax)

FHIGH height of the base of the fire Ofmax)

FLOOR specify the name of floor property descriptor(s) (N)

FMASS pyrolysis rate Ofmax)

FPOS exact position of the fire using x, y, z coordinates (3)

FQDOT heat release rate Ofmax)
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FTIME points of time on the fire timeline (DETERMINED BY MAXIMUM LINE SIZE)

HCL hcl/pyrolysis mass ratio (Ifmax)

HCN hcn/pyrolysis mass ratio (Ifmax)

HCR hydrogen/carbon mass ratio of the fuel (Ifmax)

HEIGH interior height of a compartment (N)

HI/F absolute height of the fioor of a compartment (N)

HVENT specify vent which connect compartments horizontally (7)

INELV specify interior node elevations (for ventilation ducts) (2 x # of interior nodes)

LFBO compartment of fire origin (1)

LFBT type of fire (1)

LFMAX NO LONGER SUPPORTED IN THE DATA FILE
LFPOS position of the fire in the compartment (1)

MVDCT describe a piece of (circular) duct work (9)

MVFAN give the pressure - flow relationship for a fan (5 to 9)

MVOPN Specify an opening between a compartment and ventilation system (5)

OBJECT additional objects to be burned (7)

OBJFL alternative object database file (1)

OD C/CO2 mass ratio (Ifmax)

02 ratio of oxygen to carbon in the fuel (Ifmax)

RESTR specify a restart file (2)

TAMB ambient inside the structure (3)

THRMF alternative thermal properties file (1)

TIMES time step control of the output (5)

VERSN version number and title (fixed format 2)

WENT specify a vent which connects compartments vertically (4)

WALLS specify the name of wall property descriptor(s) (N)

WIDTH width of the compartments (N)

WIND scaling rule for wind effects (3)

The number in parenthesis is the maximum number of entries for that line. "N" represents the

number of compartments being modeled. The outside (ambient) is designated by one more than

the number of compartments, N + 1. Thus, a three compartment model would refer to the outside

as compartment four. An entry for LFMAX is no longer supported directly. The value for

LFMAX is determined by the number of entries on the FTIME line.

Each line of input consists of a label followed by one or more alphanumeric parameters

associated with that input label. The label must always begin in the first space of the line and be

in capital letters. Following the label, the values may start in any column, and all values must be

separated by either a comma or a space. Values may contain decimal points if needed or desired.

They are not required. Units are standard SI units. Most parameters have default values which

can be utilized by omitting the appropriate line. These are indicated in the discussion. The

maximum line length is 128 characters, so all data for each key word must fit in this number of

characters.
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6.2 Key Words Available in CEdit

6.2.1 Overview

The first line in the file must be the version identification. It is a required input. The

VERSN line is the line that CFAST keys on to determine whether it has a correct data file. The

format is fixed, that is the data must appear in the columns specified in the text. A TIMES line is

also required in order to specify the length of time over which the simulation takes place. The

RESTR line is an optional line used to restart the model at a specified simulation time within an

existing history file.

Example:

VERSN 1 Example Case for CFAST 1.6 User's Guide
TIMES 200 10 10 0 0

Key word: RESTR
Input: Restart File (See Section 6.2.10), Restart Time

Restart Time A time step is given after the name of the file and specifies at what

(s) time the restart should occur.

Key word: VERSN
Inputs: Version Number, Title

Version Number
The version number parameter specifies the version of CFAST for

which the input data file was prepared. Normally, this would be 1.

It must be in columns 8-9.

Title

The title is optional and may consist of letters, numbers, and/or

symbols that start in column 11 and may be up to 50 characters. It

permits the user to uniquely label each run.
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Key word: TIMES
Inputs: Simulation time. Print Interval, History Interval, Display Interval, Copy Count

Simulation Time

(s)

Simulation time is the length of time over which the simulation

takes place. The maximum value for this input is 86400 s (1 day).

The simulation time parameter is required.

Print Interval

(s)

The print interval is the time interval between each printing of the

output values. If omitted or less than or equal to zero, no printing

of the output values will occur.

History Interval

(s)

The history interval is the time interval between each writing of the

output to the history file. The history file stores all of the output

of the model at the specified interval in a format which can be

efficiently retrieved for use by other programs. Section 6.2.10

provides details of the history file. A zero must be used if no

history file is to be used.

Display Interval

(s)

The display interval is the time interval between each graphical

display of the output as specified in the graphics specification,

section 6.3.2. If omitted, no graphical display will occur. There

is a maximum of 200 intervals allowed. If the choice for this

parameter would yield more than 200 writes, the graphs are

truncated to the first 200 points.

Copy Count

Copy count is the number of copies of each graphical display to be

made on the selected hard copy device as specified in the graphics

specification, section 6.3.2. If omitted, a value of zero (no copies)

is assumed.

6.2.2 Ambient Conditions

The ambient conditions section of the input data allows the user to specify the

temperature, pressure, and station elevation of the ambient atmosphere, as well as the absolute

wind pressure to which the structure is subjected. There is an ambient for the interior and for the

exterior of the structure. The key word for the interior of the structure is TAMB and for the

exterior of the structure is EAMB. The form is the same for both. The key word for the wind

information is WIND. The wind modification is applied only to the vents which lead to the

exterior. Pressure interior to a structure is calculated simply as a lapse rate based on the NOAA
tables [12]. For the exterior, the nominal pressure is modified by;

6(p) = C^pF^ where V = V. ( 1 )
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This modification is applied to the vents which lead to the exterior ambient. The pressure

change calculated above is modified by the wind coefficient for each vent. This coefficient,

which can vary from -1.0 to +1.0, nominally from -0.8 to +0.8, determines whether the vent is

facing away from or into the wind. The pressure change is multiplied by the vent wind

coefficient and added to the external ambient for each vent which is connected to the outside.

The choice for the station elevation, temperature and pressure must be consistent. Outside

of that limitation, the choice is arbitrary. It is often convenient to choose the base of a structure

to be at zero height and then reference the height of the structure with respect to that height. The

temperature and pressure must then be measured at that position. Another possible choice would

be the pressure and temperature at sea level, with the structure elevations then given with respect

to mean sea level. This is also acceptable, but somewhat more tedious in specifying the

construction of a structure. Either of these choices works though because consistent data for

temperature and pressure are available from the Weather Service for either case.

If the EAMB or TAMB line is not included in the input file, the default values specified

below are used. The WIND line is optional.

Example:

TAMB 300. 101300. 0.

EAMB 300. 101300. 0.

Keywords: EAMB and TAMB
Inputs: Ambient Temperature, Ambient Pressure, Station Elevation

(External and Internal, respectively)

Ambient

Temperature

(K)

Ambient temperature is the temperature of the ambient atmosphere.

Default is 300.

Ambient

Pressure

(Pa)

The ambient pressure is the pressure of the ambient atmosphere.

Default is 101300.

Station

Elevation

(m)

The station elevation is the elevation of the point at which the

ambient pressure and temperature (see above) are measured. The

reference point for the elevation, pressure and temperature must be

consistent. This is the reference datum for calculating the density

of the atmosphere as well as the temperature and pressure inside

and outside of the structure as a function of height. Default is 0.
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Key word; WIND
Inputs: Wind Speed, Reference Height, Lapse Rate Coefficient

Wind Speed Wind speed at the reference elevation. The default is 0.

(m/s)

Reference Height at which the reference wind speed is measured. The default

Height is 10 m.

(m)

Lapse Rate The power law used to calculate the wind speed as a function of

Coefficient height. The default is 0. 16.

6.2.3 Geometry

This section allows the user to portray the geometry of the structure being modeled. The

size and location of every compartment in the structure MUST be described. The maximum
number of compartments is 15 compartments (plus the outdoors). The structure of the data is

such that the compartments are described as entities, and then connected in appropriate ways. It

is thus possible to have a set of compartments which can be configured in a variety of ways. In

order to specify the geometry of a structure, it is necessary to give the physical characteristics.

Thus the lines labelled HI/F, WIDTH, DEPTH and HEIGH are all required. Each of these lines

requires "N" data entries, that is one for each compartment.

Example:

WIDTH 4.00 4.00
DEPTH 4.00 4.00
HEIGH 2.30 2.30
HI/F 0.00 2.30

Key word:

Input:

WIDTH
Compartment Width

Compartment width specifies the width of the compartment. The

number of values on the line must equal the number of

compartments in the simulation.
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Key word: DEPTH
Input: Compartment Depth

Compartment Depth

(m)

Compartment depth specifies the depth of the compartment. The

number of values on the line must equal the number of

compartments in the simulation.

Key word: HEIGH
Input: Compartment Height

Compartment Height

(m)

Compartment Height specifies the height of the compartment. The

number of values on the line must equal the number of

compartments in the simulation.

Key word: HI/F

Input: Floor Height

Floor Height

(m)

The floor height is the height of the floor of each compartment

with respect to station elevation specified by the TAMB parameter.

The reference point must be the same for all elevations in the input

data. The number of values on the line must equal the number of

compartments in the simulation.
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6.2.4 Vents(doors,...)

The Vents(doors,...) section of the input data file is required to specify horizontal flow

connections between compartments in the structure. These may include doors between

compartments or windows in the compartments (between compartments or to the outdoors).

These specifications do not correspond to physically connecting the walls between specified

compartments. Lack of an opening prevents flow. Openings to the outside are included as

openings to a compartment with a number one greater than the number of compartments described

in the Geometry section. The key word is HVENT. If the HVENT line is entered, the first six

entries on the line are required. There is an optional seventh parameter to specify a wind

coefficient. The soffit and sill specifications are with respect to the first compartment specified

and is not symmetric. Reversing the order of the compartment designations does make a

difference.

Horizontal flow vents may be opened or closed during the fire with the use of the

CVENT key word. The initial format of CVENT is similar to HVENT specifying the connecting

compartments and vent number. Each CVENT line in the input file details the open/close time

dependent characteristics for one horizontal flow vent by specifying a fractional value for each

LFMAX time entry. The default is 1.0 which is a fully open vent. A value of 0.5 would specify

a vent which was halfway open.

Example:

HVENT 1 3 1 1.07 2.00 0.00 0.00
HVENT 2 3 1 1.07 2.00 1.00 0.00
CVENT 1 3 1 1.00 1.00
CVENT 2 3 1 1.00 1.00

Key word: CVENT
Inputs: First Compartment, Second Compartment, Vent Number, Width

First Compartment The first compartment.

Second Compartment
The second compartment is the compartment number to which the

first compartment is connected.

Vent Number
This number specifies which vent is being described. It can range

from one to four.

Width

Fraction that the vent is open. This applies to the width only. The

sill and soffit are not changed. The number of values on the line

must equal the number of points on the fire timeline.
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Key word: HVENT
Inputs: First Compartment, Second Compartment, Vent Number, Width, Soffit, Sill,

Wind

First Compartment The first compartment is simply the first connection.

Second Compartment

The second compartment is the compartment number to which the

first compartment is connected.

The order has one significance. The height of the sill and soffit

are with respect to the first compartment specified.

Vent Number

There can be as many as four vents between any two

compartments. This number specifies which vent is being

described. It can range from one to four.

Width

(m)

The width of the opening.

Soffit

(m)

Position of the top of the opening above the floor of the

compartment number specified as the first compartment.

Sill

(m)

Sill height is the height of the bottom of the opening above the

floor of the compartment number specifial as the first

compartment.

Wind

The wind coefficient is the cosine of the angle between the wind

vector and the vent opening. This applies only to vents which

connect to the outside ambient (specified with EAMB). The range

of values is -1.0 to +1.0. If omitted, the value defaults to zero.
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6.2.5 Vents(ceiling,...)

The Vents(ceiling,...) section of the input data file describes any vertical flow openings,

such as scuddles, between compartments in the structure (or between a compartment and the

outdoors). Openings to the outside are included as openings to a compartment with a number one

greater than the number of compartments described in the Geometry section. Each WENT line

in the input file describes one vertical vent. There are four parameters, the connected

compartments, the shape of the opening, and the effective area of the vent. At the present time,

there is not an equivalent CVENT mechanism for opening or closing the vertical vents.

Example:

WENT 2 1 1.00 1

Key word: WENT
Inputs: First Compartment, Second Compartment, Area, Shape

First Compartment The first compartment is simply the first connection.

Second Compartment
The second compartment is the compartment number to which the

first compartment is connected.

Area

(m2)

This is the effective area of the opening. For a hole, it would be

the actual opening. For a diffuser, the effective area is somewhat

less than the geometrical size of the opening.

Shape 1 for circle or 2 for square.
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6.2.6 Fans, Ducts,...

These key words are used to describe a mechanical ventilation system. The MVOPN line

is used to connect a compartment to a node in the mechanical ventilation system. The elevation

for each of these exterior nodes is specified as a relative height to the compartment floor on the

MVOPN line. The MVDCT key word is used to specify a piece of the mechanical ventilation

duct work. CAUTION: Nodes specified by each MVDCT entry must connect with other nodes,

fans, or compartments. Do not specify ducts which are isolated from the rest of the system.

Specify interior elevations of the mechanical ventilation nodes using the INELV line. All node

elevations can be specified, but elevations for the exterior nodes, that is those connected to a

compartment, are ignored. These heights are determined by entries on the MVOPN line. The

heights for interior nodes are absolute heights above the reference datum specified by TAMB.
The heights are specified in pairs with the node number followed by the height.

A fan is defined using the MVFAN line to indicate node numbers and to specify the fan

curve with power law coefficients. There must be at least one and a maximum of five

coefficients specified for each MVFAN entry. The fan coefficients are simply the coefficients of

an interpolating polynomial for the flow speed as a function of the pressure across the fan

housing. In this example, the coefficients:

B( 1) = 0.140E+00 b(l)
B( 2) = -0.433E-03 b(2) x p

were calculated from entries made in CEdit:

PRESSURE FLOW

Minimum
Maximum

0.00
300.00

0.1400
0.0101

Example:

MVOPN 1

MVOPN 2

MVDCT 1

MVFAN 2

INELV 1

1 V
3 V
2

3

2.10

2.10
2.10

2.30
0.00 300.00

2 4.40

0.12
0.12

0.10 .00200 0.00
0.140E+00 -0

3 4.40

1.0000
433E-03

0.00 1.0000
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Key word: INELV
Inputs: Node Number, Height

Node Number Number of an interior node.

Height Height of the node with respect to the height of the reference

(m) datum, specified by TAMB or EAMB.

Key word: MVDCT
Inputs: First Node Number, Second Node Number, Length, Diameter, Absolute

Roughness, First Flow Coefficient, First Area, Second Flow Coefficient, Second

Area

First Node
Number

First node number. This is a node in the mechanical ventilation

scheme, not a compartment number (see MVOPN).

Second Node
Number

Second node number.

Length

(m)

Length of the duct.

Diameter

(m)

All duct work is assumed to be circular. Other shapes must be

approximated by changing the flow coefficient. This is done

implicitly by network models of mechanical ventilation and forced

flow, but must be done explicitly here.

Absolute

Roughness

(m)

Roughness of the duct.

First Flow

Coefficient

Flow coefficient to allow for an expansion or contraction at the end

of the duct which is connected to node number one. To use a

straight through connection (no expansion or contraction) set to

zero.

First Area

(m^)

Area of the expanded joint.

Second Flow

Coefficient

Coefficient for second node.

Second Area

(m2)

Area at the second node.
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Key word; MVFAN
Inputs: First Node, Second Node, Minimum Pressure, Maximum Pressure, CoeflScients

First Node
First node in the mechanical ventilation system to which the fan is

connected.

Second Node Second node to which the fan is connected.

Minimum Lowest pressure of the fan curve. Below this value, the flow is

Pressure assumed to be constant.

(Pa)

Maximum Highest pressure at which the fan will operate. Above this point.

Pressure the flow is assumed to stop.

(Pa)

Coefficients
At least one, and a maximum of five coefficients, to specify the

flow as a function of pressure.

Keyword; MVOPN
Inputs: Compartment Number, Duct Work Node Number, Orientation, Height, Area

Compartment

Number
Specify the compartment number.

Duct Work
Node Number

Corresponding node in the mechanical ventilation system to which

the compartment is to be connected.

Orientation V for vertical or H for horizontal.

Height

(m)

Height of the duct opening above the floor of the compartment.

Area

(m^)

Area of the opening into the compartment.
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6.2.7 Thermal Properties

The thermophysical properties of the enclosing surfaces are described by specifying the

thermal conductivity, specific heat, emissivity, density, and thickness of the enclosing surfaces for

each compartment. Currently, thermal properties for materials are read from a thermal database

file unique to CFAST. The data in the file simply gives a name (such as CONCRETE) which is

a pointer to the properties in the thermal database. The thermophysical properties are specified at

one condition of temperature, humidity, etc. There can be as many as three layers per boundary,

but they are specified in the thermal database itself.

If the thermophysical properties of the enclosing surfaces are not included, CFAST will

treat them as adiabatic (no heat transfer). If a name is used which is not in the database, CEdit

will turn off the conduction calculation, and CFAST will stop with an appropriate error message.

Since most of the heat conduction is through the ceiling, and since the conduction

calculation takes a significant fraction of the computation time, it is recommended that initial

calculations be made using the ceiling only. Adding the walls generally has a small effect on the

results, and the floor contribution is usually negligible. Clearly, there are cases where the above

generalization does not hold, but it may prove to be a useful screening technique.

The default name for the thermal properties database is THERMAL.TPF. Another name

can be used by selecting it during installation, or by using the key word THRMF in the CFAST
data file.

Example:

CEILI GYPSUM GYPSUM
WALLS PINEWOOD PINEWOOD
FLOOR CONCRETE CONCRETE

Key word: CEILI

Inputs: Ceiling Materials

Ceiling

Materials

The label CEILI indicates that the names of thermophysical

properties on this line describe the ceiling material. If this

parameter is present, there must be an entry for each compartment.

Key word: WALLS
Inputs: Wall Materials

Wall

Materials

The label WALLS indicates that the names of thermophysical

properties on this line describe the wall material. If this parameter

is present, there must be an entry for each compartment.
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Key word: FLOOR
Inputs: Floor Materials

Floor

Materials

The label FLOOR indicates that the names of thermophysical

properties on this line describe the floor material. If this parameter

is present, there must be an entry for each compartment.

Key word; THRMF
Input: Thermal Database

The name specifies a file (up to 12 characters) from which the

Thermal Database
program reads thermophysical data. If this parameter is not

specified, then either the default (THERMAL.DAT) is used, or the

name is read from the configuration file.

6.2.8 Fire Specification

The fire specifications allow the user to describe the fire source in the simulation. The
location and position of the fire are specified using the LFBO and FPOS lines. Chemical

properties of the fuel are specified with the CHEMI key word along with miscellaneous

parameters. Turn the ceiling jet calculations on by using the CJET key word. By default, the

ceiling jet is not included in a CFAST simulation.

By default, the fire is placed in the center of the compartment on the floor. To place the

fire in a different location, the FPOS key word may be included in the input file. If values for

any of the three variables are invalid (i.e., less than zero or greater than the compartment

dimension in the appropriate direction), the location for that direction defaults to the center of the

appropriate direction.

DR = Depth

BRi= Width

HR <= Height

yi=BR
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CFAST no longer supports use of the LFMAX key word in the data file. LFMAX is now
determined by the number of entries on the FTIME line used to specify points of the fire timeline.

The time dependent variables of the fire are described with a series of mass loss rate, rate of heat

release, fuel height, and fuel area inputs. All of these specifications are optional. If entered, a

total of LFMAX+ 1 values must be included for each time dependent input line. The defaults

shown for each key word reflect the values for methane.

With the three parameters, the heat of combustion (HOC) from CHEMI, FMASS and

FQDOT, the pyrolysis and heat release rate are over specified. The model uses the last two of

the three to obtain the third parameter. That is, if the three were specified in the order HOC,
FMASS and FQDOT, then FQDOT would be divided by FMASS to obtain the HOC for each

time interval. If the order were FMASS, FQDOT and HOC, then the pyrolysis rate would be

determined by dividing the heat release rate by the heat of combustion. If only two of the three

are given, then those two will determine the third, and finally, if none or only one of the

parameters is present, the defaults shown are used.

Species production rates are specified in a manner similar to the fire, entering the rates as

a series of points with respect to time. The species which are followed by CFAST are:

• Carbon Dioxide

• Carbon Monoxide
• Concentration-Time Product

• Hydrogen Cyanide

• Hydrogen Chloride

• Nitrogen

• Oxygen
• Soot (Smoke Density)

• Total Unburned Hydrocarbons

• Water

The program performs a linear interpolation between the time points to determine the time of

interest.

For a type one (LFBT= 1) fire, only the concentration-time product of pyrolysate (CT)

can be specified. No other species are followed. For a type two (LFBT=2) fire, nitrogen (N2),

oxygen (02), carbon dioxide (C02), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), hydrogen

chloride (HCL), soot (OD), unbumed fuel and water (H20) are followed. For a type two fire,

HCN, HCL, CT, 02, OD, CO and the hydrogen to carbon ratio (HCR) can be specified. In all

cases, the unit of the production rates is kg/kg. However, the meaning of the production rates is

different for the several types of species. See the discussion for each species key word below for

the meaning of the corresponding production rate.
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Example:

CHEMI 16. 0. 10.0 18100000. 300. 400.

LFBO 1

LFBT 2

FPOS 2.00 2.00 0.00
FTIME 400.

FMASS 0.0014 0.0014
FHIGH 0.00 0.01
FAREA 0.00 0.00
FQDOT 2.53E+04 2.53E+04
CJET OFF
HCR 0.333 0.333
CO 0.010 0.010

0 .

Keyword: CHEMI
Inputs: Molar Weight, Relative Humidity, Lower Oxygen Limit, Heat of Combustion,

Initial Fuel Temperature (see Section 6.3.1), Gaseous Ignition Temperature (see

Section 6.3.1), Radiative Fraction (see Section 6.3.1)

Molar Weight

Molecular weight of the fuel vapor. This is the conversion factor

from mass density to molecular density for "tuhc." Default is 16.

It is used only for conversion to ppm, and has no effect on the

model itself.

Relative Humidity

(%)

The initial relative humidity in the system. This is converted to

kilograms of water per cubic meter [13].

Lower Oxygen

Limit

(%)

The limit on the ratio of oxygen to other gases in the system below

which a flame will not burn. This is applicable only to type

(LFBT) 2 or later fires. The default is 10.

Heat of

Combustion

(J/kg)

Heat of combustion of the fuel. Default is

50000000.
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Keyword: CJET
Input; OFF, CEILING, WALL, or ALL

Current Setting

To include the calculation for the ceiling, wall, or both surfaces,

the CJET key word is used together with one of the identifiers

CEILING, WALL, or ALL. For example, to turn the ceiling on,

use "CJET CEILING". At present, this key word elfects only the

calculation of the convective heating boundary condition for the

conduction routines. If a particular surface is ON, the ceiling jet

algorithm is used to determine the convective heating of the

surface. If OFF, the bulk temperature of the upper layer

determines the convective heating.

Key word: FAREA
Inputs: Fuel Area

Fuel Area

(m)

The area of the fire at the base of the flames.

Key word: FHIGH
Inputs: Fuel Height

Fuel Height The height of the base of the flames above the floor of the

(m) compartment of fire origin for each point of the specified fire.

Key word: FMASS
Inputs: Mass Loss Rate

Mass Loss Rate The rate at which fuel is pyrolyzed at times corresponding to each

(kg/s) point of the specified fire.
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Key word; FPOS
Inputs: Depth, Breadth, Height (relative to the left rear corner of the compartment - see

figure above)

Depth
Position of the fire as a distance from the rear wall of the

compartment (X direction).

Breadth
Position of the fire as a distance from the left wall of the

compartment (Y direction).

Height

Height of the fire above the floor (Z direction). This value is

simply added to the fire height at each time specified by the

FHIGH key word.

Key word: FQDOT
Inputs: Heat Release Rate

Heat Release

Rate

(W)

The heat release rate of the specified fire.

Key word: FTIME
Inputs: Time Points

Time Points

(s)

An entry indicates a point on the timeline where mass loss rate,

ftiel height and species are specified for the fire. This time is

independent of the simulation time which is specified for the

TIMES label. If the simulation time is longer than the total

duration of the fire, the final values specified for the fire (mass loss

rate, fuel height, fuel area, and species) are continued until the end

of the simulation.

Key word: LFBO
Input: Compartment of Fire Origin

Compartment of Fire

Origin

Compartment of fire origin is the compartment number in which

the fire originates. Default is 0. The outside can not be specified

as a compartment. An entry of 0 turns off the main fire leaving

only object fires specified by the OBJECT key word.
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Key word: LFBT
Input: Fire Type

This is a number indicating the type of fire.

1 Unconstrained fire

Fire Type 2 Constrained fire.

The default is 1. See section 3.10 for a discussion of the

implications of this choice.

Keywords: HCN, HCL, CT, HCR, or 02
Inputs: Composition of the Pyrolyzed Fuel

Production Rate

(kg/kg)

Units are kilogram of species produced per kilogram of fuel

pyrolyzed for HCN and HCL. The input for CT is the kilograms

of "toxic" combustion products produced per kilogram of fuel

pyrolyzed. Input for HCR is the mass ratio of hydrogen to carbon

and oxygen to carbon as it becomes availablefrom the fuel for 02.

Key words: OD and CO
Inputs: Yield

Input the ratio of the mass of carbon to carbon dioxide produced

Yield by the oxidation of the fuel for OD. The input for CO is the ratio

(kg/kg) of the mass of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide produced by the

oxidation of the fuel.
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6.2.9 Objects

The OBJECT key word allows the specification of additional objects to be burned in the

fire scenario. The object name and object compartment are required if the OBJECT key word is

used. All other input items have default values if they are not specified. These defaults are:

start time 0.0, first element 1, depth (x position) one half the depth of the compartment, breadth

(y position) one half the width of the compartment, and height (z position) 0.0. To specify any

input item, all preceding items on the OBJECT line must also be specified. For example, the first

element can not be set if start time is not set. Positioning of the object within a compartment is

specified in the same manner as for the main fire. See figure below.

DR = Depth

BR = Width

HR = Height

y^BR

EXAMPLE:

OBJECT SOFA 1

OBJECT WARDROBE 1

10 1 4.00 2.00 0.00
30 3 0.00 2.00 0.00

Key word: OBJFL
Input: Objects Database

The name specifies a file (up to 17 characters) from which the

Objects Database
program obtains object data. If this parameter is not specified,

then either the default (OBJECTS.DAT) is used, or the name is

read from the configuration file.
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Key word: OBJECT
Inputs: Object Name, Object Compartment, Start Time, First Element, Depth, Breadth,

Height

Object Name

The name from the objects database for the desired object.

Specifying a name not found in the database causes CFAST to stop

with an appropriate error message. CEdit considers such an object

undefined and does not display the entry.

Object Compartment

The compartment that the object is in during the simulation. If a

compartment number outside the range of specified compartments

is used, CFAST provides an error message and stops. CEdit

considers such an object undefined and does not display the entry.

Start Time

The earliest time during the simulation when the CFAST model

should check the fire scenario to determine if conditions have been

met for the object to begin burning. If the flux to the object and

the surface temperature are high enough, the object starts to burn.

First Element

Indicates the position on the object’s surface where burning starts.

This value is not currently used but needs to be set for future

compatibility with the CFAST model. If a value is not known,

enter a value of 1

.

Depth
Position of the object as a distance from the rear wall of the object

compartment (X direction).

Breadth
Position of the object as a distance from the left wall of the object

compartment (Y direction)

Height Height of the object above the floor (Z direction).
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6.2.10 Files

There are several files which CFAST uses to communicate with its environment. They

include 1) a configuration file, 2) the thermal database, 3) the objects database, 4) a history file,

and 5) a restart file. The format of the thermal database and objects database are detailed in

Appendices C and D. To access an alternate database see the appropriate input file section above.

The output of the simulation may be written to a disk file for further processing by

programs such as CPlot or to restart CFAST. At each interval of time as specified by the history

interval in the TIMES label, the output is written to the file specified. For efficient disk storage

and optimum speed, the data is stored in an internal format and cannot be read directly with a text

editor.

Example:

DUMPR PRM.HI

Key word: DUMPR
Input: History File

History File

The name specifies a file (up to 17 characters) to which the

program outputs for plotting are written. History file is an

optional input. If omitted, the file will not be generated. Note that

in order to obtain a history of the variables, this parameter must be

specified, and the history interval (see Section 6.2.1) must be set to

a non-zero value.

Key word: RESTR
Input: Restart File, Restart Time (see Section 6.2.1)

Restart File

The name specifies a file (up to 17 characters) from which the

program reads data to restart the model. This data must have been

generated (written) previously with the history parameter discussed

earlier.
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6.3 Additional Key Words Unavailable in CEdit

6.3.1 Fire Specification

The LFPOS key word is provided to maintain backward compatibility with previous

versions of FAST and CFAST. For exact positioning of the main fire, use the FPOS key word in

section 6.2.8. The CHEMI line discussed in section 6.2.8 corresponds to chemical kinetics entry

available in CEdit. At this time, CEdit does not support entry of the initial fuel temperature,

gaseous ignition temperature, or the radiative fraction. These parameters must be entered on the

CHEMI line using an ASCII text editor.

Example:

CHEMI 16. 0. 10.0 18100000. 300. 400. 0.

LFPOS 1

Key word: CHEMI
Inputs: Molar Weight(see Section 6.2.8), Relative Humidity(see Section 6.2.8), Lower

Oxygen Limit(see Section 6.2.8), Heat of Combustion(See section 6,2.8), Initial

Fuel Temperature, Gaseous Ignition Temperature, Radiative Fraction

Initial Fuel

Temperature

(K)

Typically, the initial fuel temperature is the same as the ambient

temperature as specified in the ambient conditions section.

Gaseous Ignition

Temperature

(K)

Minimum temperature for ignition of the fuel as it flows from a

compartment through a vent into another compartment. If omitted,

the default is arbitrarily set to the initial fuel temperature plus

lOOK.

Radiative Fraction
The fraction of heat released by the fire that goes into radiation.

Default is 0.15.
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Key word: LFPOS
Input: Fire Position

The fire position indicates where in the compartment of fire origin

the fire originates and is one of the following values:

Fire Position

1 Center of the compartment,

2 Corner of the compartment, or

3 Along a wall of the compartment, but not near a corner of

the compartment.

The fire position is used to account for the entrainment rate of the

plume, which depends on the location of the fire plume within the

compartment. Fire positions 2 and 3 should only be used when the

fire is very close to the corner or wall respectively. The default is

1.

6.3.2 Graphics Specification

A graphics specification can be added to the data file. Details of the meaning of some of

the parameters is best left to the discussion of the device independent graphics software used by

CFAST[14]. However, the information necessary to use it is straightforward. The general

structure is similar to that used for the compartment and fire specification. One must tell the

program "what to plot," "how it should appear," and "where to put it."

The key words for "where to put it" are:

DEVICE
BAR
GRAPH
TABLE
PALETTE
VIEW
WINDOW

where to plot it

bar charts

specify an x-y plot

put the data into a table

specify the legend for CAD views

show a perspective picture of the structure

the size of the window in "user" space.

The complete key word is required. That is, for the "where to put it" terms, no abbreviations are

allowed. Then one must specify the variables to be plotted. They are:

VENT, HEAT, PRESSUR, WALL, TEMPERA, INTERFA,
H2O, CO2 , CO, OD, O2 , TUHC, HCN, HCL, CT
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As might be expected, these are similar key words to those used in the plotting program,

CPlot. In this case, it is a reduced set. The application and use of CFAST and CPlot are

different.

For each key word there are parameters to specify the location of the graph, the colors

and finally, titles as appropriate. For the variables, there is a corresponding pointer to the graph

of interest.

The WINDOW label specifies the user space for placement of graphs, views, etc. The

most common values (which are also the default) are:

XI = 0., Yb = 0., Zf = 0.

Xr = 1279., Yt = 1023., Zb = 10.

This is not a required parameter; however, it is often convenient to define graphs in terms of the

units that are used. For example, if one wished to display a house in terms of a blueprint, the

more natural units might be feet. In that case, the parameters might have the values:

XI = 0., Yb = 0., Zf = 0.

Xr = 50., Yt = 25., Zb = 30.

Up to five graphs, tables, bar charts, and views may be displayed at one time on the

graphics display. Up to five labels may be displayed at one time on the graphics display. Each

type of output and each label is identified by a unique number (1-5) and placed in the window at a

specified location. XI, Yb, Zf, Xr, Yt and Zb have a meaning similar to WINDOW. However,

here they specify where in the window to put the output.

The PALETTE label performs a specialized function for showing colors on the views. A
four entry table is created and used for each type of filling polygon used in a view. Up to five

palettes may be defined. Each palette is identified by a unique number and placed in the window

at a specified location. XI, Yb, Zf, Xr, Yt and Zb have a meaning similar to WINDOW.
However, here they specify where in the window to put the palette.

In order to see the variables, they must be assigned to one of the above displays. This is

accomplished with the variable pointers as:

(Variable) (ninopq) (Compartment:) (Layer).
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Variable is one of the available variables VENT, HEAT, PRESSUR, WALL, TEMPERA,
INTERFA, N2 ,

O2 ,
CO2 ,

CO, HCN, HCL, TUHC, H2O, OD, CT used as a label for the line.

The species listed correspond to the variable "SPECIES" in CPlot. (nmopqr) is a vector which

points to:

index display in

(1) n -> bar chart

(2) m -> table

(3) 0 -> view

(4) p -> label

(5) q -> graph

respectively. These numbers vary from 1 to 5 and correspond to the value of "n" in the "where

to put it" specification. Compartment is the compartment number of the variable and Layer is

"U" or "L" for upper and lower layer, respectively.

Example:

WINDOW C1 0 •100 1280 1024 1100
GRAPH 1 100. 050. 0. 600. 475 . 10. 3 TIME HEIGHT
GRAPH 2 100. 550. 0. 600. 940 . 10. 3 TIME CELSIUS
GRAPH 3 720. 050. 0. 1250. 475 . 10. 3 TIME FIRE_SIZE(kW)
GRAPH 4 720. 550. 0. 1250. 940 . 10. 3 TIME 0|D2 |0(%)
INTERFA 0 0 0 0 1 1 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 U

HEAT 0 0 0 0 3 1 U

02 0 0 0 0 4 1 U

INTERFA 0 0 0 0 1 2 U

TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 2 U

HEAT 0 0 0 0 3 2 U

02 0 0 0 0 4 2 U

Key word: DEVICE
Input: Plotting Device

Plotting Device

The Plotting Device specifies the hardware device where the

graphics is to be displayed. It is installation dependent. In general

it specifies which device will receive the output. For most

systems, 1 is for the screen from which keyboard input comes, and

6 is for the hpgl files.
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Keyword: WINDOW
Inputs: XI, Yb, Zf; Xr, Yt, Zb

XI Left hand side of the window in any user desired units.

Yb Bottom of the window in any user desired units.

Zf Forward edge of the 3D block in any user desired units.

Xr Right hand side of the window in any user desired units.

Yt Top of the window in any user desired units.

Zb
Rear edge of the 3D block in any user desired units. These

definitions refer to the 3D plotting block that can be seen.

Key word: BAR
Inputs: Bar Chart Number, XI, Yb, Zf, Xr, Yt, Zb, Abscissa Title, Ordinate Title

Bar Chart

Number
The number to identity the bar chart. Allowable values are from 1

to 5.

XI
Left hand side of the bar chart within the window in the same units

as that of the window.

Yb
Bottom of the bar chart within the window in the same units as that

of the window.

Zf
Forward edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units

as that of the window.

Xr
Right hand side of the bar chart within the window in the same

units as that of the window.

Yt
Top of the bar chart within the window in the same units as that of

the window.

Zb
Back edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Abscissa Title
Title for the abscissa (horizontal axis). To have blanks in the title,

use the underscore character

Ordinate Title
Title for the ordinate (vertical axis). To have blanks in the title,

use the underscore character .
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Key word: GRAPH
Inputs: Graph Number, XI, Yb, Zf, Xr, Yt, Zb, Color, Abscissa Title, Ordinate Title

Graph Number

The number to identify the graph. Allowable values are from 1 to

5. The graphs must be numbered consecutively, although they do

not have to be given in order. It is acceptable to define graph 4

before graph 2, but if graph 4 is to be used, then graphs 1 through

3 must also be defined.

XI
Left hand side of the graph within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Yb
Bottom of the graph within the window in the same units as that of

the window.

Zf
Forward edge of the 3D (three dimensional) block within the

window in the same units as that of the window.

Xr
Right hand side of the graph within the window in the same units

as that of the window.

Yt
Top of the graph within the window in the same units as that of the

window.

Zf
Back edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Color

The color of the graph and labels which is specified as an integer

from 1 to 15. Refer to DEVICE (NBSIR 85-3235) for the colors

corresponding to the color values.

Abscissa Title
Title for the abscissa (horizontal axis). To have blanks in the title,

use the underscore character

Ordinate Title
Title for the ordinate (vertical axis). To have blanks in the title,

use the underscore character .
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Keyword: TABLE
Inputs: Table Number, XI, Yb, Zf, Xr, Yt, Zb

Table Number

The table number is the number to identify the table. Allowable

values are from 1 to 5. The tables must be numbered

consecutively, although they do not have to be given in order. It is

acceptable to define table 4 before table 2, but if table 4 is to be

used, then tables 1 through 3 must also be defined.

XI
Left hand side of the table within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Yb
Bottom of the table within the window in the same units as that of

the window.

Zf
Forward edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units

as that of the window.

Xr
Right hand side of the table within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Yt
Top of the table within the window in the same units as that of the

window.

Zb
Back edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

I
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Keyword; VIEW
Inputs: View Number, XI, Yb, Zf, Xr, Yt, Zb, File, Transform Matrix

View Number

View number is the number to identify the view. Allowable values

are from 1 to 5. The views must be numbered consecutively,

although they do not have to be given in order. It is acceptable to

define view 4 before view 2, but if view 4 is to be used, then

views 1 through 3 must also be defined.

XI
Left hand side of the view within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Yb
Bottom of the view within the window in the same units as that of

the window.

Zf
Forward edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units

as that of the window.

Xr
Right hand side of the view within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Yt
Top of the view within the window in the same units as that of the

window.

Zf
Back edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

File File is the filename of a building descriptor file.

Transform Matrix

The Transform Matrix is a 16 number matrix which allows

dynamic positioning of the view within the window. The matrix (1

00001000010000 1) would show the image as it would

appear in a display from BUILD.
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Key word: LABEL
Inputs: Label Number, XI, Yb, Zf, Xr, Yt, Zb, Text, Anglel, Angle2

Label Number
Label number is the number to identify the label. Allowable

values are from 1 to 5.

XI
Left hand side of the label within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Yb
Bottom of the label within the window in the same units as that of

the window.

Zf
Forward edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units

as that of the window.

Xr
Right hand side of the label within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Yt
Top of the label within the window in the same units as that of the

window.

Zb
Back edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Text
The text to be displayed within the label. To have blanks in the

title, use the underscore character .

Color Color of the text to be displayed (a number from 0 to 15).

Anglel and

Angle2

Angles for display of the label in a right cylindrical coordinate

space. At present, only the first angle is used and represents a

positive counterclockwise rotation; set the second angle to zero.

Both angles are in radians.
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Key word; PALETTE
Inputs: Palette Number, XI, Yb, Zf, Xr, Yt, Zb, Color and Label

Palette Number
Palette number is the number to identify the palette. Allowable

values are from 1 to 5.

XI
Left hand side of the palette within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Yb
Bottom of the palette within the window in the same units as that

of the window.

Zf
Forward edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units

as that of the window.

Xr
Right hand side of the palette within the window in the same units

as that of the window.

Yt
Top of the palette within the window in the same units as that of

the window.

Zb
Back edge of the 3D block within the window in the same units as

that of the window.

Color and Label

There are four pairs of color/text combinations, each corresponding

to an entry in the palette. The color number is an integer from 1

to 15 and the text can be up to 50 characters (total line length of

128 characters maximum). As before, spaces are indicated with an

underscore character .
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7. UTILITY PROGRAMS

There are several programs which are not really part of the simulation model but are aids

in using the software. These utility programs are provided to ease the implementation and use of

the model. These include:

List obj List the OBJECTS database

List tpp List the thermophysical properties database

List clr Test the graphics compatibility of the graphics drivers and the video

display

Obj2df Convert the prototype objects database to the direct access version used by

the model (see Appendix D)

CF set Set the search paths, colors and other miscellaneous information for the

various programs. This is the only safe way to modify HVl.CF.

Report Provide an ASCII output of the run, based on the history file generated by

the original CFAST run

ReportG Animate the graphics display - this routine will reproduce the run time

graphics as was shown by CFAST in the original. This is especially

useful for those who use the version of the model which does not generate

run time graphics, and those who wish to do a side by side comparison of

various runs of the model.

The first five routines, List obj, List tpp, List clr, Ojb2df and CF set, are simply

entered as commands. The latter two use a file and the option "/rnn." For Report, the meaning

of "nn" is

1 = > building configuration

2 = > normal temperature/interface history

4 = > flow field

8 = > species

16 = > type 1 FED results (fixed nose per compartment)

32 = > type 2 and 3 FED results

64 = > temperature profiles in the walls

or combinations, such as /r3 for a normal output sequence. For ReportG, the value of "nn" is a

wait time between frames. With no time specified, the screen is updated as rapidly as ReportG

can access the data file. With an option /rlO, there is a ten second pause between each frame,

and so on.
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Appendix A: EXAMPLE INPUT FILES

A.l PRM.DAT

VERSN 1 Exanple Case for CFAST 1.6 User's Guide

TIMES 200 10 10 0 0

TAMB 300. 101300. 0.

EAMB 300. 101300. 0.

HI/F 0.00 2.30

WIDTH 4.00 4.00

DEPTH 4.00 4.00

HEIGH 2.30 2.30

HVENT 1 3 1 1.07 2.00 0.00 0.00

HVENT 231 1.07 2.00 1.00 0.00

CVENT 1 3 1 1.00 1.00

CVENT 2 3 1 1.00 1.00

WENT 2 1 1.00 1

MVOPN 1 1 V 2.10 0.12

MVOPN 2 3 V 2.10 0.12

MVDCT 1 2 2.30 0.10 . 00200 i0.00 1.0000 1

MVFAN 2 3 0.00 300.00 0.140E+00 -0.433E-03
INELV 1 2.10 2 4.40 3 4.40
CEILI GYPSUM GYPSUM

WALLS PINEWOGO PINEWOCO

FLOCK CONCRETE CONCRETE

CHEMI 16. 0. 10.0 18100000. 300. 400. 1

LFBO 1

LFBT 2

FPOS 2.00 2.00 0.00
FTIME 400.

FMASS 0.0014 0.0014

FHIGH 0.00 0.01

FAREA 0.00 0.00

FCDOT 2.53E+04 2.53E+04

CJET OFF

HCR 0.333 0.333

CO 0.010 0.010

OBJECT SOFA 1 10 1 4.00 2.00 0.00
OBJECT WARDROBE 1 30 3 0.00 2.00 0.00
DCMPR PRM.HI

Use Function key f6 on the CEdit Files Screen to append:

WINDOW 0 0 -100 1280 1024 1100
GRAPH 1 100. 050. 0. 600. 475. 10. 3 TIME HEIGHT

GRAPH 2 100. 550. 0. 600. 940. 10. 3 TIME CELSIUS
GRAPH 3 720. 050. 0. 1250. 475. 10. 3 TIME FIRE SIZE(kW)
GRAPH 4 720. 550. 0. 1250. 940. 10. 3 TIIC 0|D2|0(%)
INTERFA 0 0 0 0 1 1 U

TEFf>ERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 U
HEAT 0 0 0 0 3 1 U

02 0 0 0 0 4 1 U
INTERFA 0 0 0 0 1 2 U
TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 2 U
HEAT 0 0 0 0 3 2 U

02 0 0 0 0 4 2 U
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A.2 School Building Fire

Aus[10] used HAZARD I to provide an alternative for a code equivalency determination.

As a test, an actual case from California was examined using this process. The question involved

a small school building which was found in violation of the Uniform Building Code (UBC) with

respect to the required separation of alternate exits. The analysis performed examined several

alternative approaches to compliance with the intent of the code, with a significant variation in

cost. The two story structure is bordered by a balcony on one side limiting exit travel. The

scenario included here is one of several examined by Aus. It is presented to show the application

of the model to an existing structure. This example illustrates the use of CFAST for applications

other than residences. Although obviously not a residential structure, the scale of the building

and the fire are similar to those in residences.

VERSN

TIMES

TAMB

EAMB

HI/F

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGH

HVENT

HVENT

HVENT

HVENT

HVENT

HVENT

HVENT

HVENT

HVENT

CEILI

WALLS

FLOOR

CHEMI

1

1000 100

300. 101300.

300. 101300.

0.00

9.10

A.30

2.30

5

5

7

5

5

7

6

7
7

0.00

9.10

1

2

2

3

4

4

5

5

5

GYPSUM

GYPSUM

CONCRETE

16.

SCHOOL FIRE #1

20 25 0

0 .

0 .

0.00

9.10

4.30

2.30

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.30

2.30

GYPSUM

GYPSUM

CONCRETE

4.30

2.30

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.01

0.01

0.91

0.91

1.20

1.20

GYPSUM

GYPSUM

CONCRETE

0. 3.0

0.00

9.10

4.30

2.30

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.00

30.00

2.30

0.00

3.00

3.00

2.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

GYPSUM

GYPSUM

CONCRETE

GYPSUM

GYPSUM

CONCRETE

GYPSUM

GYPSUM

CONCRETE

17450000. 300.

LFBO 6
LFBT 2

FTIME 60. 120. 160. 180 . 210 . 240 . 275 . 300. 350 . 460 . 560 . 760. 1260 . 2460.

FMASS 0.0000 0.0232 0.0251 0.0240 0.0328 0.0447 0.1074 0.1829 0.1753 0.1630 0.0255 0.0157 0.0147 0.0060 0.0028

FHIGH 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

FAREA 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

HCR 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333

CO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.018 0.020 0.019 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000

00 0.000 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.013 0.011 0.017 0.027 0.030 0.036 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

DUMPR SCHOOL. HI
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A.3 Mechanical Ventilation

In this example, the mechanical ventilation capabilities of CFAST are demonstrated. Four

key words in the CFAST input file implement this capability for a simple fan-forced ventilation

system:

• MVOPN - describe an opening between a compartment and the ventilation system,

• MVDCT - describe a piece of (circular) duct work,

• MVFAN - give the pressure - flow relationship for a fan, and

• INELV - specify interior node elevations.

For this example, a simple three compartment test case is used. As before, only the

CFAST input data file and a sample of the output is presented.

VERSN 1 SSU1

TlfCS 180 30 4 0 0

TAMB 288. 101300. 0.

EAMB 288. 101300. 0.

HI/F 0.00 0.00 0.00

WIDTH 10.00 10.00 10.00

DEPTH 10.00 10.00 10.00

HEIGH 5.00 5.00 5.00

HVENT 1 4 1 1.00 2.10 0.00 0.00

HVENT 2 4 1 1.00 2.10 0.00 0.00

HVENT 3 4 1 1.00 2.10 0.00 0.00

CVENT 1 4 1 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 2 4 1 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 3 4 1 1.00 1.00 1.00

MVDCT 1 2 5. .15 .19E-3 3.30 .01767 0. (

MVDCT 3 4 5. .15 .19E-3 2.94 .01767 0. (

MVDCT 5 6 5. .15 .19E-3 3.30 .01767 0. (

MVDCT 7 8 5. .15 .19E-3 2.94 .01767 0. (

MVFAN 2 3 0.0 140 . 0.140 3.17DE-04 -1.803E-05 1.898E-07 -8.104E-10
MVFAN 6 7 0.0 140. 0.140 3.170E-04 -1.803E-05 1.898E-07 -8.104E-10

MVOPN 1 1 H 4.5 1.

MVOPN 2 4 H 4.5 1.

MVOPN 1 5 H 4.5 1.

MVOPN 3 8 H 4.5 1.

INELV 2 4.4 3 4.4 6 4.4 7 4.4

CEILI OFF UB GLASS

WALLS OFF WB GLASS

FLOOR OFF WB GLASS

CHEMI 16. 50. 10.0 10000000. 300.

LFBO 1

LFBT 2

FTIME 120. 1800.

FMASS 0.0100 0.0500 0.0500

FHIGH 0.00 0.00 0.00

FAREA 0.00 0.00 0.00

FODOT 1.00E-K)5 5.006+05 5.00E+05

HCL 0.200 0.200 0.200

HCR 0.333 0.333 0.333

CO 1.000 1.000 1.000

CD 0.000 0.000 0.000

DUMPR HVAC.HI
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A.4 Hotel Lobby Fire

In this deceptively simple example, an extremely large fire (peak heat release rate 30MW)
is simulated in a large hotel lobby (32.3 x 9.4 x 4.2 m). Although clearly not residential in scale,

the relative scale of the fire and the openings when compared to the room size is similar to those

in residences. This would lend some confidence to the results of the predictions. As with any

simulation, the user’s expertise should serve as a reality check on the predicted results.

VERSN 1 LARGE HOTEL LOBBY

TIMES 360 20 8 10 0

TAMB 300. 101300. 0.

EAMB 300. 101310. 0.

HI/F 0.00

WIDTH 32.30

DEPTH 9.40

HEIGH 4.20

HVENT 1 2 1 7.30 1.20 0.00 0.00

HVENT 1 2 2 2.40 1.20 0.00 0.00

CVENT 1 2 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 1 2 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CEILI DEFAULT

WALLS DEFAULT

FLOOR DEFAULT

CHEMI

LFBO 1

0. 0. 2.0 12300000.

LFBT

FTIME

2

10. 70. 80. 360.

FMASS 0.0000 2.4390 2.4390 1.1382 1.1382

FHIGH 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35

FAREA 5.60 5.60 5.60 5.60 5.60

FQDOT 0.00 3.00E+07 3.00E+07 1.40E+07 1.40E+07

CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

HCR 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333

CO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

CD 0.050 0.049 0.038 0.019 0.000

DUMPR LOBA.HI

WINDOW 0 0 -100 1280 1024 1100

GRAPH 1 100. 050. 0. 600. 475. 10. 3 TIFE HEIGHT

GRAPH 2 100. 550. 0. 600. 940. 10. 3 TIME CELSIUS

GRAPH 3 720. 050. 0. 1250. 475. 10. 3 TIME FIRE SIZE(kW)

GRAPH 4 720. 550. 0. 1250. 940. 10. 3 TIME 0|D2jO(%)

INTERFA 000 0 1 1 U

TEMPERA 000 0 2 1 U

HEAT 0 0 0 0 3 1 U

02 0 0 0 0 4 1 U
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A.5 Opening and Closing Doors and Windows

In this example, the CVENT key word in the CFAST input file is used to simulate the

opening and closing of doors and windows during the course of a fire in a two-story house.

Although the opening and closing times in this example are arbitrary; they could also be based

upon occupant actions predicted by evacuation models or breakage of windows caused by elevated

temperature or other criteria in the rooms (through multiple runs of the model).

VERSN 1 HOUSE FIRE WITH VENT OPENING AND CLOSING

TIMES 600 30 15 15 0

TAMB 300 101300. 0.

EA>e 300 101300. 0.

HI/F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.44 2.44

WIDTH 3.35 7.82 5.49 3.35 4.16 3.81

DEPTH 7.01 2.94 1.96 1.04 4.16 3.94

HEIGH 2.44 2.44 2.44 4.88 2.44 2.44

HVENT 1 3 1 1.07 2.44 0.00

HVENT 1 7 1 1.83 1.83 0.00 0.00

HVENT 2 3 1 1.02 2.44 0.00

HVENT 3 4 1 1.02 2.44 0.00

HVENT 3 7 1 1.02 2.44 0.00 0.00

HVENT 4 5 1 1.00 4.00 2.44

HVENT 5 6 1 0.81 2.03 0.00

HVENT 6 7 1 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.00

CVENT 1 3 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 1 7 1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 2 3 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 3 4 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 3 7 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 4 5 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 5 6 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CVENT 6 7 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CEILI

WALLS

FLOOR

CHEHI

LFBO

LFBT

GYPSUM

GYPSUM

PINEUOCO

16.

2

2

GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM

GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM

PINEWOOO PINEUOCO PINEUOCO PINEUOCO PINEUOCO

0. 6.0 15900000. 300.

FTIME 30. 100. 150. 151. 200. 201. 240. 600.

FMASS 0.0000 0.0314 0.0817 0.3330 0.3330 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000

FHIGH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FAREA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FQDOT 0.00 4.99E+05 1.30E+06 5.29E+06 5.29E+06 4.77E+06 4.77E+06 4.77E+06 4.77E+06
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

HCR 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

CO 0.034 0.030 0.040 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034

CD 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

DUMPR CVENT. HI
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A.6 Interaction of Mechanical Ventilation and HCI Deposition

An example of the interaction of mechanical ventilation with hydrogen chloride deposition

(HCI) can be shown using the following data file:

VERSN 1 SSU1

TIMES 180 30 0 0 0

TAMB 288. 101300. 0.

HI/F 0.0 0.0 0.0

WIDTH 10.0 10.0 10.

DEPTH 10.0 10.0 10.

HEIGH 5. 5.0 5.

HVENT 14 1 1.0 2. 1 0.0

HVENT 2 4 1 1.0 2. 1 0.0

HVENT 3 4 1 1.0 2. 1 0.0

CEILI OFF WB GLASS

FLOOR OFF WB GUSS
WALLS OFF WB GLASS

LFBT 2

CHEMI 16. 50. 10. 10000000. 300.

FMASS 0.05 0.05 0.05

FTIME 120. 1800.

HCL .1 .1 .1

CO .10 .10 .10

HCR o o o

MVDCT 1 2 5. .15 .19E-3 3.30 .01767 0.

MVDCT 3 4 5. .15 .19E-3 2.94 .01767 0.

MVDCT 5 6 5. .15 .19E-3 3.30 .01767 0.

MVDCT 7 8 5. .15 .19E-3 2.94 .01767 0.

MVFAN 2 3 0.0 140. C1.140 3.17DE-04 -1

MVFAN 6 7 0.0 140. 0.140 3.17DE-04 -1

MVOPN 1 1 H 4.5 1.

MVOPN 2 4 H 4.5 1.

MVOPN 1 5 H 4.5 1.

MVOPN 3 8 H 4.5 1.

INELV 2 4.4 3 4.4 6 4.4 7 4.4

1.898E-07 -8.104E-10

1.898E-07 -8.104E-10

In this case, there are three compartments, each with a normal vent only to the outside.

The three compartments are connected to each other by mechanical ventilation ducts. The

compartment layout is shown in Figure 6, with compartment #2 on the left, compartment #1 in

the center and compartment #3 on the right hand side of the figure. The fire is in the center

compartment (#1) and a pair of fans blows the fire gases into the other two compartments (#2 and

#3). The wall lining for the second compartment is wall board, and for the third compartment

glass. The two compartments are symmetric in that all openings to the outside are the same size

and the fans have the same pressure curves, so flow will be the same to both sides. The fire is

small, and the pyrolyzate contains 10% hydrogen chloride, to emphasize the effect of mechanical

ventilation and deposition.

Figure 7 shows the difference in the HCI concentration in the lower layer of the two

compartments not containing the fire. With no wall adsorption, the concentrations of HCI in the

two gas layers would be the same. As can be seen, the deposition onto the wall is influenced by

the concentration in the environment, with the HCI concentration lower in the compartment which

is lined with gypsum.
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Figure 6. Plan diagram of the geometry used in the mechanical ventilation and HCl deposition

calculation.

A.7 Specification of Graphical Output from CFAST

Several examples are included which illustrate the specification of graphical output for the

CFAST model.

The first example is for a single compartment. This is also the IR data file referred to in

CEdit. In the latter case, the graphics descriptors are not included.

VERSN 1 demo #1 a single conpartment

TIMES 180 0 0 5 0

TAHB 300.

HI/F 0.

WIDTH 3.3

DEPTH 4.3

HEIGH 2.3

HVENT 1 2 1 1.07 2.0 0.0

CEILI GYPSUM

FLOOR WOOD

LFBO 1

LFBT 2

CHEMI 0.0 0.0 1.0 18100000 300.

FMASS .0014 .0014 .025 .045 .050 .0153 .0068 .0041

FAREA .5 .5 .15 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

FHIGH .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25

FTIME 20. 40. 90, 140. 240. 340. 740.

OD 02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02

CO 02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02

WINDOW 0 10 -100 1280 1024 1100
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100 200
TIME (s)

Figure 7. HCl concentration in the lower layer of compartments 2 and 3.

GRAPH 1 120. 300. 0. 600. 920. 10. 5 TIME PPM

GRAPH 2 740. 300. 0. 1220.. 920. 10. 5 TIME CELSIUS

LABEL 1 970. 960. 0. 1231. 1005. 10. 15 00:00:00 0. 0.

LABEL 2 690. 960. 0. 987. 1005. 10. 13 TIME tS] 0. 0.

LABEL 3 200. 050. 0. 520. 125. 10. 2 C0iD2|0 CONCENTRATION 0. 0

CO 0 0 0 0 1 1 u

TEMPERA 00002 1 U

TEMPERA 0 0 0 0 2 1 L

Demonstration #2 is a similar run, but showing other types of displays which are

available.

VERSN 1 demo #2 a single conpartment but plot other stuff

TIMES 180 0 0 5 0

TAMB 300.

HI/F 0.

WIDTH 3.3

DEPTH 4.3

HEIGH 2.3

HVENT 1 2 1 1.07 2.0 0.0

CEILI KAOUOOL

FLOOR CONCRETE

LFBO 1

LFBT 1

CHEMI 0.0 0.0 6.00 18100000 300.
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FMASS .014 .0014 .025 .045 .050 .0153 .0068 .0041

FAREA .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

FHIGH .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25

FTIME 20. 40. 90. 140. 240. 340. 700.

wncow 0 0 -100 1280 1024 1100

GRAPH 1 150. 300. 0. 620. 920. 10. 3 TIME PPM

LABEL 1 390. 960. 0. 651. 1005. 10. 15 00:00:00 0. 0.

LABEL 2 110. 960. 0. 407. 1005. 10. 13 TIfC [S] 0. 0.

LABEL 3 200. 050. 0. 520. 125. 10. 14 OiD2iO CONCENTRATION 0. 0

TABLE 1 TOO. 300. 0. 1200. 920. 10.

HEAT 0 1 0 0 0 1 U

02 0 1 0 0 1 1 U

TE>*>ERA 0 1 0 0 0 1 U

TEHPERA 01000 1 L

This data set produces two views of a building along with a table of selected quantities

calculated during the simulation.

VERSN 1 demo #3 the original nike site evaluation

TIMES 180 0 0 5 0

TAMB 300.

HI/F 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

WIDTH 3.3 2.4 2.9 2.4 3.3 2.4

DEPTH 4.3 18.8 9.9 9.9 4.3 4.3

HEIGH 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3

HVENT 1 2 1 1.07 2.0 0.0

HVENT 2 3 1 1.07 2.0 0.0

HVENT 3 7 1 0.95 .15 0.0

HVENT 2 4 1 1.07 2.0 0.0

HVENT 4 7 1 .95 .10 0.0

HVENT 2 5 1 1.07 2.0 0.0

HVENT 2 6 1 0.10 2.0 0.0

CEILI GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM GYPSUM

LFBO 1 ROOM OF FIRE ORIGIN

LFBT 1 TYPE OF FIRE (GAS BURNER)

CHEMI .0 0.0 1.0 18100000 300.

FMASS .0014 .0014 .025 .045 .050 .0153 .0068 .0041

FAREA .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

FHIGH .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25

FTIME 100. 200. 250. 300. 400. 500. 900.

CO 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

wncow 0 0 0 1280 1024 1100

VIEW 1 300 600 150 1200 900 200 DEM0-F3T.PIC 1000010000100001
VIEW 2 300 300 150 1200 600 200 DEM0-F3B.PIC 100000 -1001000 572 572 1

LABEL 1 820. 960. 0. 1081. 1005. 10. 14 0. 0.

LABEL 2 50. 50. 0. 1080. 100. 10. 10 |Nike Site evaluation 1.57 0

LABEL 3 70. 960. 0. 367. 1005. 10. 03 FIRE [kW] 0. 0.

LABEL 4 640. 960. 0. 937. 1005. 10. 03 TIFE 0. 0.

LABEL 5 360. 960. 0. 635. 1005. 10. 14 0. 0.

TABLE 1 200. 20. 0. 950.. 250. 10.

HEAT 0 0 0 5 0 1 U

TEMPE 0 1 1 0 0 1 U

INTER 0 1 1 0 0 1 U

CO 0 1 1 0 0 1 U

TEMPE 0 0 2 0 0 1 U

INTER 0 0 2 0 0 1 U

CO 0 0 2 0 0 1 U
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Appendix B: COMMAND LINE OPTIONS

In general, the command line for starting each of the CFAST routines is:

name [option(s)] filel file2

Options:

For the PC, an option is preceded by a while on a Unix platform it is There are

several possible options which are used to control the CFAST programs: n, f, 1 and r. The

interaction between these options and the various modules is:

-n (/n)^ -f(/f) -1(/1) -r(/r)

CEdit no header context

vector

error

logging

na

CFAST ti ti tt

na

CPlot
ti tt tt ft

na

Report
If tt

na
tt

what to

report

ReportG
tt tt

na
•'

time delay

n prevents display of the disclaimer notice,

f passes a configuration file - used by the shell to pass the current configuration,

1 turns on error logging,

r specification for the report generators. Report and ReportG. Refer to Section 7.

The possible file specifications on the command line for each program are:

CEdit - If a filel is specified, CEdit reads it as a configuration file first. If the file is not

a configuration file, then CEdit will access it as a data file. If filel is omitted, CEdit uses

the HVl.CF configuration file and the last data file by default. file2 is not supported by

CEdit.

CFAST - If filel is specified, CFAST reads it as a configuration file first. If the file is

not a configuration file, then CFAST will access it as a data file. If filel is omitted,

CFAST uses the HVl.CF configuration file and the last data file by default. If fileZ is

specified, it is used as an output file. Otherwise, CFAST displays to the screen. If fileZ

^ The first form is for Unix, and the second is for the PC
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is to be specified and filel is not, a must separate file2 from the CFAST program

name.

CPlot - filel is an ASCII file containing the CPlot commands as they would have been

entered interactively. If filel is omitted, CPlot uses an interactive text interface.

Report - filel is a history file created by CFAST when using the DUMPR key word in

the CFAST data input file. Report requires entry of filel. On a Unix system only, the

file name is case-sensitive.

ReportG - filel is a data file which was used to run CFAST originally. At present, filel

is required.
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Appendix C: THERMAL DATABASE

Thermal data is read from a file which is in an ASCII format. The default name is

THERMAL.DAT. The distributed configuration file (hvi.cf) renames this to thermal. df. An
alternative can be used by changing the default with the routine CF_Set, or by using the key

word THRMF in the data file that is passed to CFAST.

The relationship is by the name used in specifying the boundary. The example data file

shown in Appendix A uses concrete, gypsum and pinewood. Any name can be used so long as it

is in the thermal database. If a name is used which is not in the database, then CEdit will turn

off the conduction calculation, and CFAST will stop with an appropriate error message. The

form of an entry in the database is:

name conductivity specific heat density thickness emissivity

and the units are:

name

conductivity

specific heat

density

thickness

emissivity

1 to 8 alphanumeric characters

Watts/meter/Kelvin

Joules/kilogram/Kelvin

kilograms/cubic meter

meters

dimensionless.

The default database that comes with CFAST (THERMAL.DF) includes:

Name Conductivity Specific

heat

DFIR30 0.1800 900.0

PINEWOOD 0.1200 2500.0

CONCRETE 1.7500 1000.0

REDOAK 0.1500 1300.0

FIBER 0.0500 1250.0

GYPSUM 0.1600 900.0

WOOD 0.0700 1000.0

DFIRO 0.1300 1400.0

DFIRIO 0.1500 1500.0

GLASS 1.4000 760.0

GLASFIBR 0.0360 720.0

KAOWOOL 0.2200 1047.0

GYPl 0.1200 900.0

GYP2 0.1200 900.0

BRICK 0.1800 900.0

Density Thickness Emissivity

790.0 0.0160 0.9000

540.0 0.0160 0.8000

2200.0 0.1500 0.9400

640.0 0.0160 0.9000

240.0 0.0160 0.9000

800.0 0.0160 0.9000

250.0 0.0160 0.9800

510.0 0.0127 1.0000

560.0 0.0160 0.9000

2500.0 0.0160 0.9500

32.0 0.0160 0.9000

128.0 0.1160 0.9700

800.0 0.0250 0.9000

800.0 0.0500 0.9000

790.0 0.0160 0.9000
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The output listing of CFAST, and the thermal database screen for CEdit show a table of

"codes." The code is an eight character string whose fields are:

1-3 number of nodes if it exceeds ‘NN’ which is currently 48 (36 for the PC version)

4 always blank

5 too many slabs - greater than mxslb (S)

6 inconsistent number of slabs - all properties must have the same number of slabs (I)

7 duplicate names - the first in the list is used (D)

8 used in the present calculation (U)

All of the examples shown above represent single layer partitions. The model, however,

will handle up to three layers, or slabs, per partition. To specify multiple layers, each property is

given one, two or three values separated by slashes. It is important that this be consistent across

the whole entry, otherwise CFAST will have an ambiguous situation. The ambiguity is resolved

by using the lowest number of layers.

The layers are numbered from the inside to outside. That is, the first material property

represents the material on the compartment interior, and the last property is on the outside. There

are several examples of this format in the THERMAL.DF file included in this distribution. One
example is:

FC1_L003 .15/.03/.22 1500./1042./1047. 790./1.2/128. .016/.24/.019 .9

Since the emissivity applies only to the interior surface, it will always have only a single entry.

Other values are ignored. This example represents a three layer assembly taken from

Underwriters Laboratory(UL) "Fire Resistance Directory." The code stands for Floor

Combustible 1 Hour, and L003 is assigned by UL.

Finally, the HCl coefficients are included for each entry in THERMAL.DF since they

pertain to surface effects, and the current algorithm uses a similarity solution for the heat and

mass transfer. There are seven coefficients for the HCl absorption. If the first two are zero, the

others are not used even though they must be present. These coefficients have only been

measured for a few materials. The most commonly used material is:

GYPSUM [0.16 900. 790. 0.016 0.90] 0.0063 191.8 0.0587 7476. 193 1.021 0.431

The numbers in brackets are shown above as the normal properties. The final seven coefficients

and their units are discussed in reference [4].
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Appendix D: OBJECTS DATABASE

OBJECTS.DF is the database of objects used by CFAST and CEdit. The distributed

configuration file (hvi . cf) provides the default name. An alternative is available by changing

the default with the routine CF_set, or for individual data files by using the key word objfl.

OBJECTS . DF has a special format to allow both CFAST and CEdit to access the

information as quickly as possible. For that reason, a second file, objects.org, has been

created, objects.org is designed so that it can be edited with any ASCII text editor. When an

entry in objects.org is added or changed, the routine obj2df should be used to convert

OBJECTS.ORG to OBJECTS.DF. Failure to do this will prevent CFAST and CEdit from

recognizing the changes.

The format of an object entry in objects.org is listed below along with the CFAST
variables to which the data is assigned. Each section will first specify the format of that line for

the ith object in the data file using the CFAST variable names. The variables are then listed

individually with the appropriate dimensions and units as well as a brief description. The object
key word on line 1 is required in the objects.org file in order to generate an accurate

OBJECTS.DF. Note that the default values for flux for ignition and surface temperature for

ignition are infinity and the ambient respectively.

line 1) OBJECT OBJNAM
OBJNAM ( NUMOBJL )

= Name of object (up to 8 characters)

line 2) OBJTYP OBJCRI(2,I) OBJCRI(3,I) OBJMAS OBJGMW OBJVT OBJHC
OBJTyP( NUMOBJL) = Object type

1 unconstrained burn
2 constrained burn
3 flame spread model (not yet implemented)

4 pool fire (not yet implemented)
OBJCRI ( 2 , NUMOBJL

)

OBJCRI ( 3 , NUMOBJL

)

OBJMAS ( NUMOBJL)
OBJGMW ( NUMOBJL)
OBJVT ( NUMOBJL

)

OBJHC ( NUMOBJL)

= Flux for ignition (w/m
)

= Surface temperature for ignition (k)

= Total mass (kg)

= Gram molecular weight
= Volatilization temperature (k)

= Heat of combustion (J/kg)

line 3) OBJXYZ(l,I) OBJXYZ
OBJORT (3,1) lOPPOS PNLDS

OBJXYZ ( 1 , NUMOBJL

)

OBJXYZ ( 2 , NUMOBJL

)

OBJXYZ ( 3 , NUMOBJL

)

OBJXYZ ( 4 , NUMOBJL

)

OBJORT ( 1 , NUMOBJL

)

OBJORT ( 2 , NUMOBJL

)

OBJORT ( 3 , NUMOBJL

)

lOPPOS
PNLDS

(2,1) OBJXYZ (3, I) 0BJ0RT(1,I) OBJORT (2, I)

= Panel length (m)

= Panel height or width (m)

= Panel thickness (m)

= Surface area of panel element
= Orientation angle PHI
= Orientation angle THETA
= Orientation angle PSI
= Double sided panel flag (0 or

(m2)

1
)

= Distance between sides of a panel (m)
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line 4) Second panel (ignored for now)

line 5) Third panel (ignored for now)

line 6) Fourth panel (ignored for now)

line 7) OTIME (1,1) to OTIME (TOTJ, I)

OTIME (NV,NUMOBJL) = Time history (sec)

Each OTIME
(
J, I

)
represents a point on the objects bum timeline where the variables below are

defined exactly. CFAST will interpolate values between any two points, totj is the total

number of points on the specified timeline. CFAST automatically assigns an initial time zero for

the objects timeline so that there will always be one fewer specified value for the timeline than for

the history variables below.

The following lines are the histories for the individual parameters at each of the otime points.

line 8) OMASS(l,I) to OMASS(TOTJ+l,I)
OMASS (NV,NUMOBJL) = Pyrols rate time history (kg/sec)

line 9) OQDOT(1,I) to OQDOT(TOTJ, I)

OQDOT(NV,NUMOBJL) = Rate of heat release time history (w)

linelO

)

OAREA(l,I) to OAREA(TOTJ, I)

OAREA ( NV , NUMOBJL )
= Area of fire time history (m^)

linell

)

OHIGH(l,I) to OHIGH(TOTJ,I)
OHIGH(NV, NUMOBJL) = Height of flame time history (m)

linel2

)

OCO (NV, NUMOBJL) = C0/C02 time history

linel3

)

OOD (NV, NUMOBJL) = OD or soot time history

linel4

)

OHCR(NV, NUMOBJL) = H/C time history

linelB

)

000(1,1) to OOC(TOTJ,I)
OOC (NV, NUMOBJL) = O/C time history

linel6

)

OMPRODR(l, 10, I) to OMPRODR(TOTJ,10,I)
OMPRODR(NV, 10, NUMOBJL) = CT time history

linel7

)

OMPRODR (1,5,1) to OMPRODR ( TOTJ ,5,1)
OMPRODR(NV, 5,NUMOBJL) = HON time history

linel8

)

OMPRODR(l,6,I) to OMPRODR(TOTJ,6,I)
OMPRODR (NV, 6, NUMOBJL) = HCl time history
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Card Type Resolution Driver Mode ID

AST VGA Plus 800x600 AHDPARP 0 PPO

ATI VGA Wonder 800x600 AHDATIP 0 APO

Evercx Viewpoint VGA 800x600 1024x768 AHDEVGP 3 EP3

4 EP4

Genoa 6000 Series VGA 800x600 AHDGVGP 1 VPl

1024x768 2 VP2

HeadlandA'ideo-? VRAM VGA 752x410 AHDV7VP 0 7P0

720x540 1 7P1

800x600 2 7P2

1024x768 3 7P3

HeadlandA^ideo-7 VGA 1024i 752x410 AHDV7VP 0 7P0

720x540 1 7P1

800x600 2 7P2

1024x768 3 7P3

IBM EGA 640x350 AHDIBME 2 IE2

IBM Personal System/2 VGA 640x480 AHDIBMV 3 IV3

Orchid Technology Designer VGA or Designer 800 800x600 AHDVLIN 2 LN2
1024x768 3 LN3

Paradise VGA Professional 800x600 AHDPARP 0 PPO

Prism Elan, Elite, or Eclipse VGA 720x540 AHDPSMP 2 SP2

800x600 3 SP3

1024x768 4 SP4

STB VGA Extra/EM 800x600 AHDVPLN 2 PN2
1024x768 3 PN3

Tecmar VGA A/D 800x440 AHDTRIP 1 TPl

800x600 2 TP2

1024x768 3 TP3

Trident TVGA 8900 800x600 AHDTRIP 0 TPO

1024x768 1 TPl

Tseng Labs 800x600 AHDVPLN 2 PN2

ET-3000 Extended VGA 1024x768 3 PN3

Tseng Labs 800x600 AHDTL4L 2 4L2

ET-4000 Extended VGA 1024x768 3 4L3
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